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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATCRY COMMISSION

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- x

:
3 In the matter of: a,

f :
4 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : Docket No. 50-289

: (Restart)
5 (Th ree Mile Island Unit 1) a

:

6 --------- - -----x

7
25 North Court Street,

8 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

9 Friday, February 20, 1981

10 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

11 matter was resumed, pursuant to ad journment, at 8432 a.m.

12 BEFORE:

13 IYAN W. SMITH, Esq., Chairma n ,
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

[ 14
DR. WALTER H. JORDAN, Member

15
DR. LINLA W. LITTLE, Member

16
Also present on behalf of the Boards

,

17
MS. DORIS MORAN,

18 Clerk to the Board

19

20

21

22

23

( 24

25
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1 APPEASANCES:

2 On behalf of the Licensee, Metropolitan Edison
Company

( GEORGE F. TE0WBRIDGE, Esq.
4 EENEST BLAKE, Esq.

DEBORAH BEENSTEIN, Esq.
5 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge,

1800 M Street, N.W.,
6 Washington, D. C.

7
On behalf of the Consumer Advoca te, Commonwealth of

8 Pennsylvania:
,

9 IEWIN POPOWSKY, Eso,
Assistant Consumer ?dvocate,

10 Department of Justics,
Strawberry Square, 14th Flo o r ,

11 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

12 On behalf of the Pennsylvania Eublic Utilities
Commissions

13

~( JOHN LEVIN, Esq.,
14 Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission,

P.O. Box 3265,
15 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

16

On behalf of ANGRY:
17

D ANIEL F . WOLFSON , Esq.

18
GAIL BEADFORD

19
On behalf of the Segulatory Staff:

20
JAMES TOURTELLOTTE, Esq.

21- DANIEL SWANSON, Esq.
Office of Executive Legal Director,

22 United States _ Nuclear Eequlatcry Commission ,
Washington, D. C.

23

( 24

25
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1 Petitioners for leave to intervene ore s e, .

2
NORMAN AAMODT,

.

3 R.D. 5,
g

|
' Coatesville, Pennsylvania

#
'i Representing ANGRY

5

- DANIEL F. WOLFSON
8 GAIL BRADFORD

7,

8

9
1

10

11
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12
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15 ,

16-

17 .
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18'
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20'
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22
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1 2EOCE521EGH'

2 (8:32 a.m.)

',
3 CHAIBMAN SMITH: As I understand it, Mr. Zahler

s

4 objected to this finding?

5 MR. BLAKE: I was told this morning by Mr.

6 Aamodt -- M r. Aamodt contacted Mr. Zahler, and he had

7 objected to the extension.

8- CHAIRMAN SMITH: Gkay. Have him come up here

9 Monday morning and argue the motion.

10 MR. BLAKE: Tu e.'d a y morning?

11 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Yes. The extension is granted

12 until then. Of course, you recognnize that Tuesday morning

13 is the day af ter the extension requested.

('
~

14 MB. BLAKE: I am not familiar with it.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mrs. Aamodt has requested an

16 extension till Monday morning to file the testimony. Mr.

17 Zahler objects to it. So I am saying if he wants to object,

~ 18 let him come up here and argue his objection.

19 dR. BLAKE: I understand. We will try to reach

20 him at the break this morning, Mr. Smith.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. In th e seentime, I was

22 being carcastic, of course, you know. His simple telephoned

23 objection without reasons is inadequate. It would be

24 pointless for him to come up the 24th and a rgue the motion, I,

25 believe. The time would heve already passed. I was just

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING Col.4PANY,INC,

40f1 VIRGINtA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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I 1 demonstrating my displeasure with Mr. Zahler for casual

2 disruptive procedure.

3 The motion is gt,'ted, Mr. Aamodt.'
,

!
4 MR. AAMODT: Thank you.

5 DR. LITTLE Mr. Blake, yesterday we had some

6 outstanding items which endeavored to satisfy overnight. And

7 I wanted to mention that after the close of the hea ring

8 yesterday I did have a short conversation with Mr. Blake in

9 regard to the items to be covered under health / physics.

10 And one of the things I should probably report

11 is I indicated I was particularly interested in the people on

12. site at TMI-1 who are actually involved in the radiological

13 hygiene program and what type of training ther had down at
(

14 that level as contrasted to the highest levels of'

15 management.

16 In regard to the Boa rd question number u, we do

17 feel that the information we are interested in on that can be
18 properly handled in the context of the off-site monitoring,

19 which will be covered by Mr. Zahler in emergency planning.

20 That is where it would best be covered.

21 I believe the record is adequate on response to

22 Sholly Number 5. In reviewing that, our primary concerns are

23 those that are indicated as being outstanding weaknesses in

24 the last ICE report evaluation of health / physics.

I-can go into more detail on that and actually25

'ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

- - , . - - . . . . , .
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|' 1 indicate the specific items that I am most interested in.

2 This may help you in selecting another panel member, if that

,- 3 is necessary. Mr. Potts may be able to do this. NUREG-0680,

(
4 Supplement Number 1, Appendix B, starting on page 17 and

5 con tinuing.

6 Particular items I am interested in are those

7 on page 20, numbered: A-1; A-2; A-5, A-6, which looks like

8 M r. Heward's bailiwick; A-7 ; A-8, which would be Mr. Miles';

9 A-9; A-11; A-12. I notice a lot of these are dealing with

10 training.'

11 On page 22: 3-1; B-2; B-4, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10,

12 and 11; most of the B items. Under C4 2 and 3. I believe

13 all the other items are covered under the emergency plan.

i
-

14 3R. BLAKE: I will have to take a look at the

15 items again. I am sure that will be very helpf ul. I will be

16 back pt 3mptly if I have any continuing questions.

17 DR. LITTLE: I understand you already have a

18 response to each of th ese specific items. A response has

19 been prepared to all of these --

20 MR. BLAKE: I --

21 DR. LITTLE: To submit to IEE?
|
|

| 22 MR. PLAKE: I think that is the case, but I

23 cannot tell you that for sure. I think, in fact, not only

24 has it been prepared, but it is my understanding th a t they

25 have been submitted. But I would have to confirm that.
l

|
!

!

!

l ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
j

I
400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W,, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) $54-2345
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f 1 DR. LITTLE: If there is a formal instruction

2 program in radiological h ygiene principles, an instructot on

<~ 3 the panel would be very helpful.
i

,
4 3R. BLAKE: Right.

5 MR. SWANSON: Excuse me, Dr. Little, if I could

6 just get a clarification. You indicated that you understood

7 Licensee's testimony to accurately, or at least to address

8 the subject matter contained in Sholly u. You did not

9 indicate whether or not you desire furthe~r testimony from the

to staff addressing that.-

11 DR. LITTLE: I do not desire f urther testimony

12 on that.

13 ER. SWANSON: Okay. Then ycu also do not require
,

14 testimony on Sholly 5, is that correct, from the staff?

15 DR. LITTLEa That is correct.

16 MB. SWANSON: Okay. And you mentioned a NUREG

17. number. I just did not get the numbers down. You are

18 referring to the health / physics evaluation?

19 DR. LITTLE: Yes. Essentially, they are the

20 major.ones referring to TMI-1 as contrasted to TMI-2.

21 MR. SWANSON: Okay.

22 MR. BLAKZ: Actually, she made reference to

23 Appendix B of Supplement 1, NUREG-07680.

24 DR. LITTLE: Righ t.

25 MR. SWANSONs The pagc number you were

s

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINtA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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/ 1 referring to were to the supplement of the evaluation

2 report?

3 DR. LITTLE: That is right. Let me go th roug h-'''

4 that slower.

5 MR. SWANSON: I did get the page numbers. I

6 just wanted to make sute we are talking about the page

7 numbers in the SER supplement as opposed to the actual

8 health / physics report.

9 DR. LITTLE: The pages in Appendix B, which

to does deal with the evaluation.

11 "R. SWANSON: I und'erstand we are talking about

12 the same general subject matter, but I wanted to make sure we

13 have the page numbers correctly identified with the

i I

14 document.

15 DR. LITTLE: Appendix B, page 20, not page 20

16 of the document itself.

17 dR. SWANSON: Okay. Thank you.

18 (Board conferring.)

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you referring to a

20 document entirely separate from SER Supplement 1?

21 MR. SWANSON: Well, yes. I wanted to make sure

22 that we were not talking about the page numbers of the

23 health / physics evaluation itself, vhich, of course, would be
different pagination than we would have in the supplement to24<

25 the evaluation report.

<

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 DB. LITTLE: I am talking about it as

2 summarized in Appendix B of NUREG-0680, Supplement 1.

'' 3 MR. SWANEON. Okay. Fine. Thank you very
i

4 much.

5 DR. LITTLE: Now we are on the same

6 wa vele ng th .

7 3R. SWANSON: Yes.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Slake.

9 MB. BLAKE: Mr. Smith, one or two other quick

.

10 preliminary matters. Cne is tha t Ms. Louise Bradford called

11 se last night and indicated -- Louise Bradford -- Louise

12 Bradford called me last night and indicated that s'h e would

13 not be here this morning. At that time I asked her about the

14 10,000-gallon leak Board response, whether or not she would-

15 have any objection. I indicated that the Board had indicated

16 they had no questions on it.

17 So I think I would like to have that identified

18 and~ inserted into the transcript, subject to any objections

19 to any other parties. This is our answer to the Board

20 queston on the 10,000-gallon leak.

-21 DR. LITTLE: She had no oblactions?

22 MB. BLAKE: She had no objections. She also

23 indicated she would check on the overtime individuals, the

24 need to continue with the Hipple, and the other name is Wike,

25 W-i-k-e. And she would get back to me on that.

%

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC.
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1 Mr. Smith, I ask that a document entitled

2 " Licensee 's Response to Boa rd Questions Concerning

. - - 3 10,000-gallon Spill at TMI-1 in June 1980," dated LIC
(

4 01/26/81, be incorporated into the record as Licensee's

5 ponse to this Board question.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Do you want it bound into the

7 transcript?

8 MR. 3 LAKE: No -- well, that is what I thought

9 I would do, because it really has been put together in the

10 nature of testimony. But I can do it equally as well with as

11 exhibit. In fact, 'that is probably preferable. I had not

12 thought about it, but that is probably preferable, Mr.

13 S mi th . And we have enough copies to make them available.

14 So I would like to have it identified and'

I have not thought about15 accepted as Licensee's Exhibit --

16 it; I am act sure what th e ne xt number is. I believe it in

17 the 28 range. I am not sure of the number.

18 DR. LITTLE: Mr. Blake, was it your
L

19 understand.'.ng that no representative of TMIA vculd be here

{ 20 today?
!.

( 21 MR. 3 LAKE: Actually, our conversation did not

|
22 go that far. She said she was not going to be, and I a ssumed

i 23 that that was the case.

24 DR. LITTLE4 All right.

I 25 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I do not have the document

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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.

1 before me, but that is going to be Licensee's Exhiti: 28.

2 Just give me the short title of it.

/' 3 5R. BLAKE: " Licensee 's Response to Soard
\

4 Questions Concerning 10,000 gallon Spill at THI-1 in June

5 1980."

6 CHAIR 5AN SMITHS Ckay, it is received.

7 (Ihe document referred to was

8 marked Licensee Exhibit No.

9 28 for identification and

10 received in evidence.)

11 ER. BLAKE: Mr. Smith, Licensee calls Mr.

12 Dieckamp.

13 .CHAIE3AN SEITH4 Who is going to participate

{'('
14 this morning?

15 MR. POPOWSKYs 3r. S:ith, my name is Irvin-

16 Popovsky. I. aa from the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer

17 Advocate.- And it is our. intention to cross examine Et.
18 Dieckang this morning.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Otay. riave you filed ycur

20 notice of a ppearance?

21 3. PCPOWSKYs Yes, I did. I have scme extra

22 copies here.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That is not necessary.

24 %r. Adler, representing the Executive

25 Departnent of the Consonvealth, indicated that both the

.

ALDERSCN REPoRnNG CCMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., wASHtNGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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'

1 Consumer Advocate and the Utility Commission would be

2 representing the Comnonwealth in this morning's testimony.

3 Are you representing the en tire Commonwealth of<

4 Peansylvania?

5 MR. POPOWSKY I think it would be more proper

6 to say that we are representing the ratepayers of the

7 Commonwealth in these proceedings. Our interests are not

8 exac'tly coincident to the Commonwealth. However, I have

9 spoken to Mr. Adler prior to ry coming here, and we agreed

10 that I would be handling the cross examination today. That

11 was satisfactory with Mr. Adler.

12 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Okay.

13 Whereupon,

14 HERMAN DIECKAMP

15 called as a witness by counsel for Licr.nsee Metropolitan

16 Edison Company, having first teen. duly sworn by the Chairman,

17 was examined and testified as follows:
EX AMIN ATION18

!

19 BY MB. BLAKE4 a

(

| 20 0 Mr. Dieckamp, would you stste your name and
-

:

| 21 business address?'

22 A -My name is Herman Dieckamp. My business

! 23 address is 100 Interpace Way, Parsippany, New _ Jersey.'

I

24 0 Mr. Dieckamp,'I show you a copy of a document

25 entitled " Licensee 's Testimony of Herman Dieckamp in Pesponse
i
!

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
|

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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/ ~
1 to CLI-80-5, Trsue 6 (Techni cal-Financial Interf ace)," and

2 dated LIC-2/2/81, a document comprised of 12 pages with live

3 attached tables and five attached figures.''

4 I ask whether or not this document was prepared

5 by you or under your di rect supervision?

6 A Yes, it was. ,

7 Q Mr. Dieckamp, do you have any corrections which

8 you would like to make to this documen t?

9 A On page 5 -- page 7, excuse me, line 5, the

10 sentence reads: "Un til financial help has been restored."

11 " Help" should read " health." "Until financial health has

12 been restored."

13 Q Mr- Dieckamp, any other additional corrections?
:
'

14 A None that I am aware of.

15 0 With that correc' tion, do you adopt this

16 document as your testimony in this proceeding, including the

17 information which appears on page 1 with respect to your

18 background and qualifications to testify on this subject?

| 19 A Yes, I do.

20 MB. BLAKE. Mr . C'. sirman , I ask that this

21 document be physically incorporated as the t estimony of Mr.

22 Herman Dieckamp on this subject and ask that it be physically

23 incorporated in the record as if read. And I would point cut

24 for the Consumer Advocate that our practice has been for the

25 first page on'the outline, that that was prepared by counsel

i

|

!
!

ALDERSoN RE."CRTING COMPANY,INC,
j
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[~ 1 and not by Mr. Dieckamp. That is not a portion of his

2 prepared testimony.

3 CHAIREAN SMITHz Are there any objections ?'~

4 (No response.)'

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Dieckamp's written

8 testimony is received.

7 (The doccaent referred to, the written
i .

8. testimony of Mr. Dieckamp, follows.)

9

"

10

11
*

12

134

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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,s UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

;

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-289 SP
) (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

.

(

LICENSEE'S TESTIMONY OF

HERMAE DIECKAMP

IN RESPONSE TO CLI-80-5, ISSCE 6

(TECHNICAL / FINANCIAL INTERFACE)
|

|
|
|

|

|
|

,

|
,

I
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_

OUTLINE

This testimony, by Herman Dieckamp, President of General

Public Utilities (GPU) and the GPU Service Corporation, acting

/ ' President of Metropolitan Edison Company, and Chairman of GPU

Nuclear Corporation, responds to CLI-80-5, Issue 6. In that

issue, the Commission asks whether the relationship between Met

Ed's corporate finance and technical departments is such as to

prevent financial considerations from having an improper impact

upon technical decisions. Mr. Dieckamp answers this question

in the affirmative, in light of the fact that GPU/ Met Ed has a

history of devoting significant financial resources to its
nuclear operations, performance has continued in the post

accident period of financial stricture, GPU/ Met Ed has in place

procedures for budgetary development and review by nuclear

aperating personnel and approval by knowledgeable personnel,

the senior managerent personnel have extensive nuclear experi-

ence and awareness of the special needs and obligations of
-

nuclear power, and the senior management personnel have

established mechanisms for visibility into performance and

indicators of resource limitations.



_

My name is Herman Dieckamp. I am president of General

Public Utilities (GPU) and the GPU Service Corporation. GPU is

the parent corporation of GPU Service and of the operating

utility companies that are the owners of Three Mile Island Unit/

1. I am a director of GPU and each of its subsidiaries, GPU

Service Corporation, Jersey Central Power & Light (25% owner),

Pennsylvania Electric Company (25% owner), and Metropolitan

Edison Company (operator and 50% owner). Since August 1979, I

have been the acting president of Metropolitan Edison Company

and I am the chairman of GPU Nuclear Corporation, another

wholly-owned subsidiary of GPU, which has recently been formed

to operate the GPU nuclear facilities when the necessary

regulatory approvals have been obtained.

I graduated from the University of Illinois in 1950 with a
;

Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Physics. From 1950

to 1973 I worked in nuclear research and development and the

management thereof with the Atomics International division of

Rockwell International. I joined GPU in 1973 and assumed most

of my current positions by 1974.

I am appearing in this proceeding to respond to the

following issue in the NRC's Order of March 6, 1980:

Whether the relationship between Met Ed's
corporate finance and technical departments is
such as to prevent financial considerations from
having an improper impact upon technical deci-
sions.

Safe operation of nuclear facilities is very demanding of

resources. Experience continues to show expanding requirements
!

-1-
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which etsult in increased manning levels, increases in total

operatio.ts and maintenance budgets, and additional capital for

plant modifications. The rapid escalation i.. the price cf oil

I has resnited in a large differential in cost between nuclear

fuel and replacement power which in our case is either oil

derived or priced in relation to oil. The overall economic

incentives therefore are to provide the resources necessary to

ensure operability of the nuclear facilities. Since

operability and safety .re directly linked through reliability

ant through regulation, the economic incentives are supportive

of ssfety, not necessarily competitive as the Commission issue

may be read to suggest. In any event, safety takes precedence

over economics by virture of the overriding requirement to

protect the health and safety of the workers and the public, to
(

satisfy regulatory requirements, and to constrain operation
within the limits of the technical specifications. It is the

obligation of management to reinforce the preeminence of safety

not only through the allocation of resources but also by its
:

.
practices and policies.

i

|
It is the purpose of this testimony to:

a) Identify the resource application by GPU Companies to

nuclear operations in relationship to industry

practice based on those data that are available;

b) Review the allocation of resources between nuclear

and other customer service needs within the GPUj

system;

I

-2-
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c) Identify a GPU nuclear budget development, management

review, and approval process; and

d) Identify a mechanism for management visibility that

( permits direct communication of potential safety /fi-
nancial conflicts to those with the responsibility

and authority to respond.

These data along with the management process demonstrate that

financial considerations have and will support nuclear opera-

tions and will not improperly impact' technical (safety)

decisions.

Before proceeding with the indicated testimony it should
be noted that whereas this proceeding and this question was

brought on by the accident at TMI-2, the many investigations of
that accident, namely, the President's Commission on the

Accident At Three Mile Island (Kemeny), the NRC's Special

Inquiry Group (Rogovin) and the Subcommittee on Nuclear

Regulation for the Se. ate Committee on Environment and Public

Works (Hart), resulted in no conclusion that identified

f inadequate financial resource availability as a cause of or

contributor to the accident.
|

| Our past-and our current attempts to evaluate resource

application to the nuclear plants of the GPU system in re-
|

| lationship to industry practice results in the following con-

clusions:

|

a) The manpower levels at the GPU plants are among the
,

i

highest in the industry, and

-3-
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b) GPU practice appears to favor in-house manpower over

outside contractor support.

These conclusions are based upon limited data with real

i infirmities that must be noted. The principal sources of data

are:

a) The FERC Form 1 reports that provide overall

operating and maintenance expenditures by plant;

b) Industry manpower surveys sponsored by the EEI; and

c) Informal communications.

These data suffer from reporting time delays and are subject to

many uncertainties, including:

a) Accounting practices which allocate costs to OEM or

capital with only the O&M portion readily available.

b) Large year to year variations associated with

refueling cycles and major maintenance requirements.

c) Differing assignments of manpower or cost within the

FERC code of accounts, e.g. plant vs. home office

staff or direct charges vs. overhead, and

d) Differing practices on in-house labor vs. contract

services.
'

The available data, within the limits of its uncertainties, can

however provide insight into GPU practices on resource appli-

cation to nuclear operations in comparison with the industry.

Because of the integrated management of the GPU system, we

believe it is pertinent to look at Oyster Creek, a 600 MW BWR

owned by Jersey Central, and TMI.

-4-
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Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize manning levels at PWR
A

plants including TMI-l (TMI-2 is omitted because of the short
duration of comparable operation). Table 2 and Figure 2

summarize the manning levels at BWR plants including Oyster

Creek. These data for PWR and BWR plants clearly indicate the

fact that GPU has provided manpower at the highest end of

industry practice.

Table 3 summarizes O&M expenditures (does not include

capitalized plant modifications) for PWR plants including

TMI-1. Table 4 summarizes O&M expenditures at BWR plants

including Oyster Creek. The data, from FERC Form 1, cover

1977, 1978, and 1979. These data clearly indicate higher than

average spending at the GPU plants in 1977 and 1976. The 1979

/ GPU levels were impacted by the accident. The dominant effect

at Oyster Creek during 1979 was the absence of a refueling or

major maintenance outage during that year. In 1980 when Oyster

Creek was down for an extended period for refueling and major

maintenance, O&M expenditures were about $36 million or more

than $20 million over 1979, a year without such outage. At

TMI-1,1979 OEM expenditures were reduced by the fact that the

plant was shut down for the entire year, but 1980 expenditures
were $40 million including the cost of thoso " lessons learned"

that were charged to O&M.

The relationship between in-house and out of house
,

' contributions to total O&M spending can be somewhat illuminated

-5-
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1

by the data presentation in Figure 3 for PWR's and Figure 4 for

BWR's. In these figures each plant is plotted in recordance

with manpower cost on the abscissa and other O&M cost on the

| ordinate. A uniform cost per man year is assumed for all

plants and other O&M cost is determined by subtracting manpower

cost from total reported O&M. Lines of constant total O&M are

also plotted. The wide variations in total expenditure as well

as distribution between in-house Ltd out of house expenditure

is evident from these figures. It is further evident from this

display of the data that the GPU companies follow a practice of

devoting a larger share to in-house manpower than the industry

in general. This result is more than a fiscal preference. It

rather reflects a belief that there is benefit from the
familiarity, continuity of experience, dedication, and loyalty(
that derive from a strong in-house staff.

The GPU Corporation and its operating utility subsidiary

companies have a responsibility to provide an economic and

reliable supply of electrical energy to about one-half the land
.

area of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which includes about 4

million people. The GPU nuclear plants not only are a signifi-

cant source of the total energy delivered, about 25-30% from

|

|
Oyster Creek and TMI-1, but also are a significant responsi-

bility in terms of public safety. The corporation is faced

with the management obligation to appropriately allocare

resources to meet these multiple responsibilities. In normal

times an electric utility must-strive for-cost effectiveness

-6-
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and efficiency in its expense spending so as to maintain a

level of earnings to support the external financings necessary

to fund the construction of new tit !11 ties. In the case of the

: GPU companies, in this immediate post accident en"irorzent and
ins jfk

until financial heby has been restored, access to external
,

Tources of capital is nil and as a result all spending, expense

and construction, must be constrained to within that available

from operations, i.e. revenues from customers.

Table 5 shows the financial resources, O&M expenses plus

capital improvements, applied to Oyster Creek and to TMI-l in

the time period 1976 through 1980 actual and 1901 budget. From

1976 through 1979 'hese expenditures average about S58 mil-

lion / year for the two plants combined. In 1980 and budgeted

( for 1981, the period since the accident, the expenditures are

more than double the prior level. The quantity is a result of

a major extended outage and significant plant modifications at

Oyster Creek and responding to the " lessons learned" items for

both O&M and cacital at TMI-1. The spending is low in 1979
r

uecause Oyster Creek did not have a refueling or maintenance

outage and TMI-l was not operating and available resources were
i

diverted to TMI-2. Also shown on Table 5 is the fraction of

GPU' financial resources devoted to these two nuclear plants as

a percent of all GPU expenditures exclusive of fuel and new

plant const'ruction. Fuel is not subject to management discre-

'
tion and new plant construction is eliminated in order to more

appropriately reflect those ongoing and more continuous demands
.

!

-7-
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for available resources. TMI-2 expenditures have not been

included since prior to 1979 it was in the category of new

plant and since the accident the expenditures have been largely
# covered by insurance. In 1981 the budgeted expenditures at

TMI-2 which are not covered by insurance are under $20 million.

Another indicator of management allocation of resources is

manpower. Figure 5 shows GPU system e=ployee levels for the

period 1979-1980 actual and 1981 budget, and breaks down the

split between employees devoted to nuclear activities and to

all other applications. It is readily apparent that even

though the accident induced strictures have resulted in
curtailment of manning in non-nuclear activities, the manpower

available for the nuclear plants, in this case including TMI-2,

has sharply increased.

While these statistics of themselves do not prove funding

adequacy, they do provide clear evidence that management, even

in times of financial stress, has preferentially recognized the

demands of our nuclear obligations and has shifted available

resources toward those obligations. Further, the comparisons

with available industry data, despite the uncertainties in

those data, provides clear evidence that the GPU management is

providing financial resources that ate at the high end of

industry practice.

Because of the large financial resource demands of the
. nuclear operations, the budgeting process has been a subject of

continuing development and attention. In the consolidated

-8-
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nuclear organization described by Mr. Arnold in his testimony,

budget preparation and assessment of performance against

planning are a key element of the Administration Division. The

f role of the fiscal management group in that Division is to

facilitate good planning and to coordinate the associated

budget activities. However, each element of the organization

in accordance with its assigned responsibilities is also

responsible to identify the work effort and the physical
modifications necessary for safe operations. This resulting

task list is then the basis for manpower requirements, mate-

rials or contractor support to operations and estimates for the

cost of plant modifications. These composite requirements are

reviewed by the management of the Nuclear Group (the Nuclear

Corporation in the future) to ensure completeness, priority,{
and adequacy of the planning. With the resulting definition of

required manpower, materials, and plant modifications the

Nuclear Group seeks authorization from the plant owners for the

financial resources necessary to support safe operations.4

In the past the budgetary requirements of the nuclear

plants were reviewed by the operating utility management and

the GPU corporate management to ensure compatibility with the

overall corporate objectives and constraints. The nuclear

plant budgets, both OEM and capital, were approved by the

boards of directors of the plants' owning companies.
,

(~ As we have moved toward the concept of the GPU Nuclear

Corporation, we have vested in its board of directors the

responsibility to:

|

_g_
|
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a) Review operating performance

b) Approve major policies

c) Select management and

(' d) Approve budgets

Prior to the formal regulatory approvals of GPU Nuclear, the

designated board members function as a Nuclear Management

oversight Committee with the same effective responsibilities.

The membership of the GPU Nuclear Ccrporation Board and/or the

Nuclear Management Oversight Committee are:

! W. G. Kuhns - Chairman GPU, GPU Service, JCPL, Met Ed

and Penelec

R. C. Arnold - President GPU Nuc30ar Corporation

P. R. Clark - Exec. V.P. GPU Nuclear Corporation

Dr..S. Bartnoff - President JCPLg
'

t

W. A. Verrochi - President Penelec

B. H. Cherry - V.P. Planning GPU Service Corporation

H. Dieckamp - President GPU and GPU Service Corporation,

Acting President Met Ed, and Chairman GPU

Nuclear Corporation

Collectively, these individuals have more than 125 years
(

of experience with nuclear technology. These _ame people, with

the exception of Mr. Arnold and Mr. Clark, also have senior

management responsibility for the GPU System and its operating
|

| utility companies. As a result their determinations with
I (

respect to the financial resource requirements of the nuclear' x

|

| -10-
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operations are directly coordinated with the overall financial

constraints of the company and thus approvable by the boards of

directors of the plants' owners.

( In the course of reviewing the operating performance of

the GPU nuclear activities the Board and/or the Nuclear

Management Cversight Committee will visit the plants and will

come into contact with a range of personnel such that operating

concerns including the impact of any budgetary constraints can

be brought to their direct attention. It must be assumed that

the nuclear operations will be expected to manage within some

budgetary constraints. It will be the responsibility of

management to ensure that such constraints encourage discipline

and productivity and do not impact safety.

,, In summary,
\

a) GPU/ Met Ed has a history of devoting significant

finr.ncial resources to its nuclear operations,

b) that performance has continued.in the post accident

period of financial stricture,

c) GPU/ Met Ed has in place procedures for budgetary

development and review by nuclear operating person-

nel, and approval by knowledgeable personnel,

j d) the senior management personnel have extensive

nuclear experience and awareness of the special needs

and obligations of nuclear power, and

'
- e) the senior management personnel have established

mechanisms for visibility into performance and

|
indicators of resource limitations,'

|
t

-11-
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i
,

i

and therefore the question "whether the relationship between

Met Ed's corporate finance and technical departments is such as !

to prevent financial considerations from having an improper
( impact upon technical decisions" can be answered in thes.,

-

affirmative.

;
,

e
-

.

.

l.
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TABLE 1

NUCLEAR PLANT STAFFING
PWR STAFFING LIST

Per Unit
No. Of Staff

( NAME 12/77 12/79
1. Fort Calhoun 93 134

2. Kewaunee 96 119

3. Connecticut Yankee 102 157

4. Maine Yankee 102 119

5. D. C. Cook 102 173

6. Prairie Island 102 104

7. Yankee Rowe 105 116

8. St. Lucie 106 136

9. Marble Hill 111 173

10. Ginna 112 153
' 11. Beaver Valley 121 126

12. Salem 123 223

13. Arkansas 124 183<,

14. Surry 126 214

15. Sequoyah 128 192

16. J. M. Farley 131 316

17. North Anna 134 159

18. Calvert Cliffs 144 196

19. Crystal River 145 293

20. San Onofre 145 323

21. Turkey Point 152 192

22. Palisades 160 211

23. Trojan 161 188

24. H. B. Robinson 162 318

25. Rancho Seco 163 269

26. Three Mile Island 208 360

/ 27. Zion 211 199
L

NOTES:

1. 1977 and 1979 figures are taken from an EEI Nuclear Plant

Staffing Survey released 1/78 and 5/80.

2. Plant totals include Security supervision only when

information available. Number of guards not included

in totals.
. _ . _ --. . . _ _. .~ , _ . ~ . - , - _ - - _ , _, .- . , -
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Figure 1

| 12/77 vs 12/79
! PWR Nuclear Unit Staffing

|
! (Normalized to a per unit equivalent)
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( TABLE 2
' '

NUCLEAR PLANT STAFFING
BWR STAFFING LIST

Per Unit
No. Of Staff

NAME 12/77 12/79

1. Fitzpatrick 92 119
2. Vermont Yankee 108 151
3. Monticello 112 137
4. Duane Arnold lia 135
5. Cooper 124 135
6. Brunswick 132 235
7. Peach Bottem 145 244

(' 8. Brown's Ferry 148 168
9. Pilgrim 178 153

10. Dresden 181 189
11. Quads Cities 195 170
12. Hatch 202 257
13. Oyster Creek 204 336

NOTES:

1. 1977 and 1979 figures are taken from EEI Nuclear Plant
~

Staffing Surveys released 1/78 and 5/80.

2. Plant totals include Security supervision only when

information available. Number of guards not included

in totals.

(. . '.
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; Figure 2
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TABLE 3

O&M (EXCL. OF FUEL) COST COMPARISON
TMI VS COMPARABLE PCWER PLANTS

O&M COSTS (EXCL. OF FUEL)
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS 1977 1978 1979

Yankee Rowe (1) 3 6,966,000 S N/A S N/A(
Maine Yankee (1) 8,418,000 10,817,049 9,972,030

Kewaunee (1) 10,924,000 N/A N/A
Ginna (1) N/A 9,818,030 N/A
Connecticut Yankee (1) 9,448,000 N/A N/A
Trojan (1) N/A 15,203,662 16,958,080

Palisades (1) 6,569,000 N/A N/A
. Beaver Valley (1) N/A 22,679,794 22,906,656

Rancho Seco (1) 14,000,000 N/A N/A
Crystal River (1) N/A 15,616,550 21,592,986

NB Robinson #2 (1) N/A- 14,354,986 15,141,921

San Onofre il (1) N/A 14,545,421 11,668,114

Prairie Island (2) N/A 14,214,534 15,345,534

St. Lucie (1) 7,528,000 N/A N/A
(, ' Indian Point 2, 3 (2) N/A 28,167,417 32,643,223

Donald Cook (2) 10,012,000 N/A 27,244,731

Arkansas (1) S,379,000 12,123,528 18,924,998

Turkey Point 3,4 (2) 15,108,000 N/A N/A
Calvert Cliffs (2) N/A 25,997,961 36,393,739

Zion (2) N/A 20,384,598 27,042,700

Surry (2) 15,977,000 19,324,014 N/A
Salem (2) N/A 22,310,690 42,507,873

Farley (1) N/A 12,207,055 22,542,130

Oconee (3) 25,038,000 34,450,858 48,732,287

PWR-AVG. PER UNIT (Without TMI) 8,139,000 12,175,673 16,070,304

TMI Unit i 13,285,000 17,955,546 16,536,244

.

( ) Number Of Units
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TABLE 4.

OEM (EXCL. OF FUEL) COST COMPARISON
OYSTER CREEK VS COMPARABLE POWER PLANTS

C&M COSTS (EXCL. OF FUEL)
BOILING WATER REACTORS 1977 1978 1979

Duane Arnold (1) S 7,508,000 S 8,323,906 S 9,530,111

Cooper (1) 10,218,000 N/A N/A
Monticello (1) 9,136,482 10,584,926-

Vermont Yankee (1) 9,775,000 11,190,721 14,208,114

Pilgrim (1) 15,320,000 14,186,320 18,385,545

Fitzpatrick (1) 17,383,000 N/A N/A
Quad Cities (2) 22,166,421 23,420,724

Brunswick (2) 26,632,679 34,206,425

(' Peach Bottom (2) 45,587,590 48,876.404

Brcwns Ferry (3) 19,305,000 N/A N/A
Dresden (3) N/A 3 3 , 9 3 2 , l '. 3 44,578,605

BWR-AVG. PC UNIT (Without
Oyster fjeek) 9,938,625 13,166,866 15,676,220

OYSTER CREEK 14,300,000 15,896,984 13,055,292

( ) Number of Units

e
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TABLE 5

GPU NUCLEAR PLANT EXPENDITURES

($ Millions)
;

1976 1977 1978 1979 192) 1981 Budget

Oyster Creek Expenditures $31.8 $37.7 $43.3 $29.8 $66.7 $75.2

TMI-l Expenditures $21.0 $17.9 $24.6 $22.3 $55.4 $60.5

Operating Nuclear Plant
Expenditures $52.8 $55.6 $67.9 $52.1 $122.1 $135.7

t. Approximate % Of GPU Expenditures
(Excluding New Plant Construction
And Energy Costs) Used For

'

Operating Nuclear Plants 12.2% 11.5% 13.1% 9.3% 19.7% 19.0%

.
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13,43?

I' 1 MB. BLAKEa Mr. Smith, I have no additional

2 questions of Mr. Dieckamp. He is available for cross

~

3 examination and questioning by the Board.
,

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All richt.

5 Mr. Popovsky.

- 8 BY MR. POPOWSKY: Mr. Smith, yesterday I

7 submitted to you copies of the cross-examination plan for

a today. I also have a list of specific questions which will

9 form the basis of my cross examination. If it would be

1G helpful to the Bosrd, I can supply you with copies of the+

11 list.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It may very well be helpful.

13 We would appreciate it. However, the cross-examination plan

(
'- 14 you have supplied meets our minimum req ui re me n ts ..- But if you

15 have copies, we would appreciate it.

16 (Counsel handing document to Board.)

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You may proceed.

18 MR. POPOWSKYa Thank you.

19 CROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MB. POPOWSKYa

i 21 0 Good morning, Mr. Dieckamp.
|

22 A Good morning.

23 Q Referring to page 2 of your testimony at --

24 nea r the top of the page, you state th a t the rapid escalation
_

25 in the price of oil has resulted in a large differential in

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINtA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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( '' 1 cost between nuclear f uel and oil-fired replacement power and

2 that overall economic incentives, therefore, ought to provide

f - 3 the resources necessary to ensure operability of the nuclear

4 facilities. Is that correct?
.

5 A Yes, I do.

6 Q Is it correct tha t under the typical

7 Pennsylvania Energy Clause mechanism the utility is able to

8 pass all its energy costs onto consumers?

9 A It is true that: the Energy Clause in

10 Pennsylvania allows the fuel costs to be passed on to

11 consumers. However, that cost is not passed on

12 instantaneously; it is passed on on the basis of a fuel

13 adjustment charge, which is determined and expected to be

k- 14 stable and in place for 12 months. To the extent that costs

15 begin to exceed the revenues provided by that adjustment

16 clause, these costs are deferred for future collection

17 through the adjustment clause. And in the meantime, prior to

18 any correction of that clause, there can be a drain on cash

19 or a requirement f or spenning in advance of collections.

| 20 So I think it needs to be remembered that

21 ideally all those costs are collectible from the customers.
~

22 There can be some significant financial eff ects from rapid

23 changes in costs.

24 0 Am I correct that that could produce an

25 underrecovery or an overrecovery?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., SV.. WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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I
1 A Yes, it can.

2 Q And in the ca se of Met Fd , for example, am I

/ 3 correct that in determinino the levelired clause -- the level

4 of the Energey Clause, that it is assumed at least for the

5 year 1981 that the TMI Unit 1 vill not be in servien during

6 tha t year and tha t the Clause is set accordingly?

7 A That is correct. The clauses are based on a

8 forecast return to service at the end of the year. We have

9 also said, however, in that Clause, in that filing, that as

*

10 soon as TMI is returned to service, and should that be

11 earlier than '1/1/92, we would immediately file f or a

12 modification to the Clause to reflect the lower anticipated

13 energy costs out of TMI-1.
,

(
14 Q Am I correct that generally it would be the

15 case that a Pennsylvania utility would be able to pass on its

16 energy costs even in the event of unplanned nuclear plant

17 outages? .

18 A I would like to share with you in that

19 assumption. I do not know that there is any absolute

20 assurance that that is true. However, there was a

! 21 considerable period of time in the immediate period af ter the

i

22 accident when the ability to pass those costs through to

23 customers was under question.

24 Q Is the company now being permitted to pass on'

25 those costs that were incurred subsequent to the accident?

,

\

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W, WASHINGTON. O.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(~ 1 A Yes, we are.

strictl?| referring to2 Q Am I correct then that --

r 3 the rate incentive ; that is, base rate versus Energy Clause

4 -- the economic incentives that the company has to get TMI-1

5 restarted is not related so much to the recovery of energy

6 costs as it is to the return of the unit to rate base?

7 A I would not make that sharp distinction. I

8 think there are benefits from the return of TMI-1 that will

9 flow both to the customers in terms of reduced energy costs

10 and will flow to the company in terms of improved rec ivery of

11 its costs, so that there is lesser cost impored upon the

12 stockholders, which improvement in financial position,

12 however, also directly relates to the company's acility to

. 14 serve its customers now and in the future.

15 So while it is true that there are two

16 elements, two financial aspects associated with the return of

17 THI-1, I would not make a sharp distinction between the

18 benefits to the customer and the benefits to the company. I

19 see a very strong community of interest between these two

;c grougs.

21 0 To the extent you did make any distinction,

22 would you agree it is the energy costs which wculd benefit --

23 it is the reduced energy cost that would benefit the

24 ratepayers, while it is the return of THI-1 to the rate base;
'

25 and, _theref ore , base ra tes which would directly benefit the

,

(
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b 1 company's financial position?

2 A Again , it is true that the reduced energy costs

/ 3 f rom generation flow directly to the consumer. But again I
s

4 would emphasize that the financial health of the company is

5 not a matter of no interest to the consumer. I think it is a

6 matter of vital concern to the consumer.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Can you identify any direct

8 economic benefit to the company finwing from reduced energy

9 cost to its ratepsyers?

10 THE WITNESSs Mr. Smith, it is -- one does not

11 identify a direct benefit to the company from reduced energy

12 cost to the customer. However, I believe and the ccapany

13 believes that to the extent that we can serve our customers

- 14 by holding duen their costs, the company will in the long run

i

15 benefi+. through improved ra tema king treatment and better

16 opportunitites to recover its other costs as time goes on.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is what I do not

18 understand. How does tha t improvement work?
.

19 THE WITNESS: It is an indirect improvement, I

20 would think, because I believe as one views the requitory

21' process it is impossible to noi observe that that process is

22 influenced by the regulators' judgment about th e ability of a

23 consumer to pay. And to the extent that that ability is

1 24 consumed or largely consumed by energy costs which are a

25 direct pass-through on the part of the company, there will be

(
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/ 1 a great reluctance on the part of th e regulator to grant the

2 other price increases necessary to cover other costs.

f- 3 I think that is very evident right now in the

- 4 regulatory treatment of THI-1, and perhaps TMI-2, where in

.UC affirmed the ability to'5 June of '79 the Pennsylvani:

6 collect the replacement power costs that was being referred

7 to earlier. However, in.a companion action, the Pen sylvania

8 PUC later removed TMI-1 from rate base so as to take those
9 other costs associated with the investment and cperating and

10 maintenance expenses out of the price of the electricity, so

11 a s to of f se t the cost increase associated with replacement

12 power.

13 Now, there are various and sundry arguments

14 about legal aspects of that, whether the plant was used and

15 useful. But I am saying that, in my judgment, in the long

16 run regulators tend to be sensitive to the ability of the

17 consumer to pay. And to the extent that that is totally

18 eaten up by energy charges, there will be a reluctance to

19 recognize other costs at their full level.

20 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Do you have any Met Ed service

21 area and the service areas involved served by TFI-1, do you

22 have industrial users who have intensive electricity use?

23 THE 'JITNESS: Yes, we have a few. We have a

24 few specialty steel companies who tend to be rather intensive

25 users of electricity because of recent trends towards arc

s
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r~ 1 melting furnaces and technology of that sort. And ! vould

2 say that in our particular experience here with the accident

r

3 anc the costs that have resulted from tha t accident, the

4 impact on industrial users has been particularly severe

5 because the ecst impact has bee.' in the fers of a fixed

6 energy charge. That applies uniformly to all custoners. And

7 so that fixed increment has resulted in a larger percentage

'
8 increa se to the cozzercial and industrial custoners than it

9 did to the residential customers.

to Again, ! think that one could easili say that a

11 dollar is a dollar. But in terms of the incremental effect,

12 people tend to measure that in terns of the percentage

13 increare that they have seen. I2 the Het Ed customers, the

i 14 residential customer has seer an average increase on the

15 order of 35 percent. The industrial customer has seen an

16 increase on the order of 30 percent. If you take the bulk

17 average across all custoaers in a fet Ed area, their

18 increase, the cost that they are pa ying tod ay cen;ared to

13 what they were paying the day before the accident, is about a

20 50-percent increase.

21 CHAI3EAN SMITH: The point I was getting at is

22 d oe s -- I h a ve several points along the line. For exam ple,

23 would there -- could there be a tendency for industrial users

24 to be heavily dependent upon electricity and to relocate fren

25 high onergy cost areas, or, the contrary, would there be a

\
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1 tendency for high electricity use industrial users not tog-

2 locate here when they otherwise micht for other advantages?

3 THE WITNESS: Certainly, there has tc be a
7,

4 pressure of that sort. We have seen some customers want to

5 seek other sources of electric supply other than Met Ed . At

6 the same time, one has to recognire that electricity, even

7 for the most intensive users, is a relatively small fraction

8 of their total cost of operations. And so the choice about

9 moving may be very much swung by the cost of a move. The

10 choice of location, however, is probably more sensitive to

11 the cost of energy.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 How do Met Ed rates now

13 compare with rates in other Northeast areas and mid-Atlantic

A 14 areas?

15 THE WTTNESS: I did not bring the specific

18 numbers along with me. But Met Ed's rates today, after the

17 accident, are by no means the greatest in the region or even

18 the greatest in the State of Pennsylvania. Met Ed's rates

19 are large in comparison to what they were before the

20 accident, or Het Ed's rates are large in comparison to what

21 they would have been had the accident not occurred. That

22 result would have been a tribute to the very f avorable energy

23 source mix, the very minimal dependence upon oil that Met Ed
''

24 would have enjoyed.

25 Powever, if we look at the nain -- the

,
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1 principal companies in New Jersey, Met Ed is significantly
{'

2 lower than all of them. Het Ed's rates today, I think, are

3 lower than Philadelphia Electric or Duquesne. Het Ed's ratesc

4 are lower clearly than New York City or Long Island or

5 Boston. Met Ed 's rates today are, on the average , about

6 5-1/2 cents per kilowatt -- no, excuse me, 5.7 cents per

7 kilowatt-hour.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The purpose of my line of

9 questioning was to fully elaborate your view that the effect

10 upon Met Ed is an indirect one; I mean that the rates that

11 your ratepayers pay are indirect. I think you have explained

12 it. Go ahead.

13 MR. POPOWSKY: Thank you.

k-- 14 THE WITNESSt Mr. Smith, I wonder if I should

15 comment on your wording there. ~~I was saying th at the effect

16 of reduced energy costs to the customers as -- this is'the-

17 fuel and purchase power component of their total rates -- the

18 effect of that is an indirect one.4

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Right.

20 BY MR. POPOWSKY: (Resuming)

21 Q Would you agree, though, that once TMI-1 is
I

i

22 returned to rate base, it would generally be the ratepayers'

23 who would bear the additional energy costs related to any

24 nuclear plant outages and not the company?

25 A I would agree with that in a mathematical,

(
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'

/ 1 arithmetic sense. However, the caestion tends to imply th a t

i
2 somehow the consumer should have the right to the low-cost

3 energy with no obligation to pay for the full cost of making-

4 that energy available. And I cannot agree with that

5 implication.

6 Q Well, disregarding tha t implication , if

7 possible, I take it you agree simply on the question of

8 energy costs, that it would be the ratepayers who wculd bea r

9 the additional energy costs related to future outages?

10 A What I agree with is that if the ratepayers

11 cover the full cost of operating a plant, its fixed charges,

12 its maintenance charges, its outage costs, I then agree that

13 the customer has f ull rights to derive the full benefits f rom

14 that plant.
.

15 0 Would you agree that from, again in this narrow

16 view, as to the direct costs, that -- from the licensee's

''

._ _ 17 point of view or the company's point of view, that the~-

18 economic incentives that you reference at page 2 would

19 largely disappear once TMI-1 were returned to rate base?

20 A No. I disagree completely, because again your

21 question would suggest that the company, once having the
|

22 plant in service, is indifferent to the kinds of things that

23 subsequently impose costs on the consu mer. And I think one

24 can very easily look at Met Ed or any other utility in the

25 State of Pennsylvania and readily observe that there is no

- %

.
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( 1 free lunch, that as costs increase and as those costs have to

2 be imposed upon consumers, the re tends to be a net loss to

3 the company in one way or another.<-

4 So I as just not able to accept your thesis

5 that the company is indifferent to the level of performance

6 of its facilities.

7 9 But that would be -- would you classif y that as

8 an indirect cost or a speculative cost as opposed to the cost

9 that is now being incurred by the company; that is, the

10 direct cost of not having TMI-1 in its base rates?

11 A A portion of it I would have to agree is

12 indirect in the same manner that I have suggested earlier.

13 The benefits of reduced costs are indirect. I would,

k 14 however, remind you, though, that in the particular case of

15 Net Ed and the company in general, and I think many other

: 16 companies who may not be in quite a difficult financial

17 posture as we are, that the kind of cash strain that can

18 result from 1 Css of major sources of low-cost generation and

19 requirements for significant purchases at higher cost can

20 have a very severe direct impact on th e company. Those cash

21 resources to obtain the purchased power if not quickly repaid

22 constitute a significant drain on any company.

23 Q Mr. Dieckamp, I take it you are familiar with

24 the study performed by Theodore Barry E Associates for the

25 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission.

(
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1 A Yes, I am familiar with it. I did not bring a

2 copy along with me toda y, but I think I am generally familiar

3 with it.,.

4 0 Would you agree with the conclusion of that

5 study -- and I wi'l just read one line to you, at page II-1,

6 that, " Prior to the accident at TMI-2, GPU's finances were

7 sound and improving"?

8 A I would very much agree with that

9 cha racte riza tion .

10 Q And is it correct that prior to the accident

11 the Licensee was operating under no specific financial

12 constraints which would have limited the Licensee's ability

13 to raise funds for its nuclear activities?

( 14 A I would not identify a specific constraint. I

15 would, however, remind you that in that time period,

16 specifically with respect to Met Ed, we were awaiting a

17 response from the PUC to recognize the investment and

18 operating costs in TMI-1 -- TMI-2, excuse me -- into the

19 rates. That had not yet occurred. The plan t ha'i been
,

.

20 declared commercial the first of the year, or the 31st of the

21 prior year. And at the time of the accident, while there was

22 a recommended order, no order had been put in place.

23 0 '4 ell, was the company able to issue stock?

24 Were the company's coverage ratios suf ficient it to sell

25 - bonds during that period?

s
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(" 1 A Yes, they were at that time. And my comment

2 only means that the continuation of that condition would have

3 been totally' and very strongly dependent upon a response from-

4 the PUC to recognize the investment in TMI-2 in the rates,

5 something which had not yet occurred at the time of the

8 accident.

7 0 Would you agree that the accident at TMI-2 and

8 the prolonged shutdown at TMI-1 has had a drastic impact on

9- the Licensee's financial capabilities since that time?

10 A Yes, I would.

11 Q- Is it your testimony that despite these changed

12 conditiens, that the NRC may rely on preaccident comparative

13 data to determine whether financial considerations will have

\- 14 an improper impact upon technical decisions in the future?

15 A I think the decisions that lead to the

18 allocation of resources flow from the management, the

17 specific people involved, their specific understanding, their

18 specific awareness of the needs of nuclear power. And in

19 tha t sense , the prior track record, I believe, is meaningful

20 as a calibration of the management and the specific

21 management individuals involved.

22 On the other hand, I think as you read my

23 testimony you will see tha t despite the current financial

24 strictures and despite the fact that the Pennsylvania PUC is

25 not recognizing any of the costs of TMI-1 today, the company

.A
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(' 1 is devoting more resources to its nuclear operations than it
~

2 ever has before in its history.

3 Q Thank you. I wanted to get to that in a

4 moment. But would you state that financial considerations --

5 and I am talking about the preaccident period aos in -- is it

6 your testimony tha t financial considerations will not have

7 any greater impact on technical decisions than they did prior

8 to the -- than they did prior to the accident?

9 A I wculd not be able to testify that there is no

10 linkage between resources and the manner in which resources

11 are allocated. Clearly, as resources are more limited, ther2

*
12 is a greater requirement to be more specific in the

13 prioritiration of spending and the allocation of the

14 resources.

15 However, I do not see any evidence that we are

16 anywheres near the point where the resource limitations are

17 reducing our ability to provide the proper levels of manning,

18 the proper levels of expertise, or the proper levels of

19 contract services and materials to operat'e the plant safely.

20 0 Is there any event that you foresee in the

21 immediate future th'at would put you near that point that you

22 just described?

23 A Welle SiDCe You are from the Consumer

24 Advocate's office and since you are party to our ratemaking

25 proceedings, across the street or wherever it is, a few

(
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1 thousand yards from here, you have to be aware of our(['
2 testimony in that rate proceeding, that says that the company

<~ 3 continues to operate under conditions where it has limited

4 access to funds other than those available from customer

5 revenues and th a t , therefore, it is absolutely necessary that

6 there be a continuity between the funds available and the

7 funds expehded.

8 ~Ve have indicated the projections of our cash

9 requirements and our cash availability. We have indicated

10 that there tends to be a narrowness of the differnce" between
11 those two quantities, a pinch-point, perhaps even a

12 cross-over, depending upon what time period you look at,

13 absent rate relief in the current proceeding.
,

14 However, with rational and reasonable treatment

15 by the Pennsylvania PUC in the current proceeding, th e re

16 should not be a challenge to Met Ed's solvency. And so I do

17 not forecast that we would have a problem where there war

18 some unforeseen event that caused a significant disruption in

19 our current plans.

20 I must say that, in saying th at , I am totally

;
21 dependent upon the actions of the Pennsylvania PUC that my

|
' 22 judgment is flavored by their own utterances that insolvency

23 is not in anyone's interest, particula rly not the customers''
~

24 interest.

CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Mr. Popowsky, the Pearc has
25;

(
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1 neglected to inquire if the Consumer Advoca te has a position{^
2 on the issue which is being litigated this morning.

r- 3 JR. POPOWSKY: Can I have a moment, Your

4 Honor?

5 (Counsel for Consumer Advocate conf erring.)

6 "R. POPOWSKYs Mr. Smith, we are not taking a

7 position on this issue. Our purpose here is merely to

8 develop the record on this issue through the cross

9 examination of Mr. Dieckamp for the purposes of the Board and

10 f or the purposes of developing a more complete record.

1r CHAIRMAN SMITHS Do you know yet whether you

12 will be filing proposed findings on the issue?

13 ER. POPOWSKYs I could not say at this time.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All righ t.

15 (Counsel for Consumer Advocate conf erring . )

16 BY MR. POPOWSKYs (Resuming)

17 0 If I could just follow up for one moment, Mr.

18 Dieckamp --

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Execse me. One further

20 comment. Are you aware that under NRC rules of practice and

21 under specific Board directive, that Commonwealth agencies do

22 have a position on particular issues. They are required to

23 state what those issues are.

24 MR. POPOWSKY: I was not. But as I said, in'

25 our status, I believe, as an interested party, as an

\.-
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(' 1 interested State agency, it was my understanding that we did

2 not have to take a position on --

c' 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You do not have to take a

4 position; that is correct. But if you do take a position, it

5 aust be expressed, sta ted , by Board order and by rule.

6 (Counsel for Consumer Advocate conferring.)

| 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH But you do not have to take a

8 position.

9 MR. POPOWSKY Yes, sir, we are aware of tha t .

10 And we do not have any position on this issue.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All righ t.

12 MR. POPOWSKY: Thank you.

13 BY HR. POPOWSKY: (Resuming)

k 14 0 I just wanted, Mr. Dieckamp, to follow up on

15 your response concerning the treatment by the PUC. Is there

16 a specific level of rate relief to which you are referring

17 when you state that you are relying on certain treatment by

18 the PUC? And if so, can you state what tha t level is?

19 A My testimony in that rate case, th e testimony

| 20 of the company, sponsored by John Graham, the treasurer of

21 GPU, indicates that in order to remain solvent during the

22 12-month period following the issuance, the expected issuance

23 of an order in late April, that the company requires about

| 24 $75-76 million of additional net cash revenues or
25 improvements in borrowing capacity.

\

l
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{ 1 The company in its testinony and in its briefs

2 has indicated alternative ratemaking procedures that can

- 3 produce that result. And again, those are matters of record

4 in the PUC hearing.

5 Q Thank you. At page 3 of your testimony, the

6 paragraph in the middle of the page, you state that

7 inadequate financial resource availability was not identified

8 as a cause of or contribution to the accident. Am I correct?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Is it your testimony or your belief tha t the

- 11 likelihood of inadequate financial resources contributing to

12 an accident is not greater now than it was in March of 1979?

13 -A No, it is not my belief that it is greater.
_

14 0 It is not your belief that it is a greater'

15 possibility?

16 A That is right.

17 Q And what is the basis for that conclusion ?

18 A Because I believe that we understand our

19 obligations and the conditions for safety quite clearly. And

20 I believe that we would have the-responsibility to termina te

21 operations if we were not able to satisfy those conditions.

22 Q Am I correct that the company is dependent, in

23 p ar t, on a pronpt restartup of TMI Unit 1 in order to restore

24 the company's financial viability?

25 A That is not necessarily true. On the other

\'

,
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'(' 1 hand, th e restart of TMI-1 and its recognition in rates,

2 which is in terms of financial viability more important than

3 its operation, is clearly a contributor to restoration ef-

4 health to the company. But one can postula te scenarios tha t

5 do not depend upon that. They simply cost the customers more

6 money, these alternate scenarios.
.

7 Q At page 8 of your testimony, in the last full

8 paragraph, you state that your statistics indicate that

9 management, even in times of financial stress, 'r,

10 " pref erentially recognired" the demands of its nuclear

11 obligations and has shif ted available resources towards those

12 obligations. In light of the company's need to restart

13 TNI-1, in order for -- in light of the company's need to
,

'

14 res tart THI-1 and to have THI-1 returned to rate base, isn't

15 this resource allocation that you have mentioned more s

16 matter of necessity ra ther than preference?

17 A Certainly, we feel it is important not only to

18 the company but to the consumers to achieve restart of' Unit 1
.

as soon as possible. And as a result, we have allocated19

20 resources to that. What is meant by that sentence is that

21 restrictions on funding have had to be consciously made in

22 other areas of the company's operation so as to make the

23 necessary funds available to ensure full compliance with the

24 requirements for restart of TMI-1 at the earliest possible
\

25 restart date.

(
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( 1 So the issue really is: Within a given

'
2 limitation on total resources, how are those alloca ted

3 between the various needs and obligations of the company?

4 For example, given the next million dollars of available

5 resources, do you spend it on tree-trimming or do you spend

6 it on f urther ensuring th e restart of TMI-1? That kind of

7 allocation has to be made.

8 And it is our feeling, and I state and I so

9 testify that our allocations have been to preferentially

10 serve the needs of the nuclear obligations.

11 Q Would that preference necessarily continue

12 af ter TMI-1 restarted and return to the rate base?

13 A I think there would be a difference in the

14 allocation, not just because the plant was in rate hase, but

15 rather because right now the plant is demanding an additional

18 level of resources to respond to all of the lessons Learned

17 items. You notice , I think , on Table 5 that the TMI-1,

18 between operating and maintenance expenses and construction,

19 we are spending on the order of $60 million in 1981. As

20 those Lessons Learned items are completed, that demand could

21 be expected to go down, and perhaps as a result, free up
~

22 resources in order to more adequately serve other needs

23 across the system.

24 However, even that statement is very dependent

25 upon future requirements for nodifications or improvements to

\
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(' I the plant. So it is difficult to be specific about this,
~

2 absent a complete a wareness of exactly what the requirements

3 will be in the next few yea rs. But I think it would be my-

4 expectation that we are going through a bulge in requirements

5 right now to achieve all the Lessons Learned items and that

8 there should be some reduction in the demands in the

7 immediate future.

8 'O And those expenditures cannot really be

9 classified as discretionary then? Those are mandatory

10 requirements; is that correct? -

they are mandatory11 A They are discretionary --

12 requirements -- let me start over. There are those that are

13 mandatory in relationship to specific NBC requirements.

14 There are those that are discretionary in terms of the

15 management's decisions concerning the level of a.ssurance to

16 provide to the activity beyond what might be int:erpreted as

17 the minimum NBC requirement.

! 18 Further, there is discretion in terms of the

19 schedule for completion of these items. If, for some reason,

(
20 for example, we were to have to reduce the level of resources'

.

21 at THI-1 today, the immedia te impact would not be to change
i

|
22 the safety of the plant in its current status, but would be

23 to delay the time a t which it could be ready to reoperate

24 safely.

So we do have management discretion in terms of25

! \

l-

,
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~(' 1 the rate at which we apply tha resources in relationship to

2 the schedule for restart of the plant.

3 Q ~41th reference generally to the portions of

4 your testimony that we have been discussing, is your

5 testimony intended to imply tha t because the licensee has

6 devoted significant financial resources to its nuclear

7 operations in the past, both before and af ter the accident,

8 that it can be expected to continue to do so in the future?

9 A I think I answered that same question before.

10 And I think what 1 said then was our experience, our

11 behavior, our track record, whatever you vant to call it,

12 prior to.the accident I think can be viewed as a valid

_

13 calibration of the management -- the management sensitivity

14 to the needs, the 'anagement's willingness to supply the

15 needs in relationship 'o what other managements seem to have
s

16 been doing in relationship 'o similar obligations.

17 I think that is a valid way in which to

18 calibrate the management. I know of no absolute yardstick

19 tha t one can apply. And I think almost irrespective of the

1 20 financial resources available, one is ultimately depending

21 upon the management to have the sensitivity and common sense

22 and sense of oblica tion to do what is'needed to be done to
23 operate the plant safely.

24 0 Well, irrespective -- if I can just reverse

irrespective of the management's25 your last sentence --
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(" 1 concerns and capabilities, are there certain financial

2 considerations or certain financial requirements -- and this
,

r- 3 gets back to our earlier question about rate relief -- upon

4 which the company is relying, in responding to the question

5 that was brought to you in this testimony , is there a certain

6 level, for example, that would permit you to make the T135.7

7 million in expenditures that you set forth on Table 5 for

8 your 1981 budget?

9 A Absolutely. The 135, I should point out, is

10 the combination of Oyster Creek and TEI-1. Thus, it does not

11 relate directly to the actions of the PUC that we have been

12 discussing earlier. Clearly, our plans, our spending

13 prograas are absolutely dependent upon the availability of

14 the financial resources necessary to carry out those plans.

15 We cannot operate the plant by prin tin g our own money.

16 So, clearly, our plans are dependent upon the

17 actions of the Pennsylvania PUC. Our forecasts, which are

18 the basis for our requests, include these spending plans,

19 specifically. So, clearly, there is a connection between the

20 plan and the willingness of the Pennsylvania PUC to make the

21 necessary resources available.

22 Q Is your contention also predicated upon the

23 resumption of service by TMI-1 and return of that unit to

24 rate base by a certain date?

25 A To a very good approximation, the controlling

\
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I 1 time period is not dependent upon that, because the bulk of

2 the Lessons learned expenditures have to be accomplished

'T 3 prior to the plant going in to service. Our forecasts simply

4 indicate tha cash requirements irrespective of the ra te

5 treatment used to justify rates and revenues.

with the6 And in addition, with respect --

7 exception of the indirect effects we spoke of much earlier,

8 the cash requirements and results are independent of the

9 energy production from TMI-1, so long as the company
,

10 continues to collect energy costs on a current basis.

-

11 Q Have you made any assumptions regarding the

12 availability of debt or equity capital in the short term?

13 A I think our testimony in the rate case is very

14 auch to the point; that over the next few years, depending

15 very much on ratemaking and resolution of some outstanding

16 issues, our plans are not based upon external financ.ing

17 either through the deb t or equity ma rk e ts .

18 Q Have you made any assumptions regarding the

19 status of your revolving credit agreement?

20 A The assumption that we have made -- and again

21 this is spelled out in detail in the rate case testimony and

22 filings -- is the current basis for that revolving credit

23 will continue.

24 I should add, however, that the banks have

25 testified that their willingness to continue to provide funds

A

.
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T' 1 under that revolving credit agreement are also a function of

2 the willingness of the Pennsylvania PUC to recognire its

3 obl'igations to maintain the solv.ency of the company.

4 0 Eave you made any assumptions regarding the

5 avellability of federal or other outside assistance?

6 A As one reaches out into longer time periods

7 into a time period when the remaining insurance resource is

8 being utilized at TMI-2 would be exhausted, then the

9 availability of funds for the cleanup or the rate of cleanup

to become critical variables in the forecast. They do not-

11 immediately impact the short term, the next one or two

12 years.
!

: 13 We are currently spending insurance funds at

14 the rate of about $40 million a year at TMI-2. And we have

15 approximately $100 million of insurance funds remaining. The
:

18 time scale then upon which alternative funding must be put in

17 place is very. dependent upon the rate of progress at TMI-2 or

18 the rate at which you, exhaust the remaining insurance funds.

this19 311 of our forecasts at the same time include about --

20 is on a system ; asis -- about $20 million of the f unds at

21 TMI-2 being supplied from operating or customer revenues.

22 0 Ts that because you expect the insurance
,

23 proceeds to run out in 1981, or is that a matter of choice?

24 A No. That is because there are obligations for

25 maintaining the plant in a safe condition, which involves'

(
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/ 1 activities which are not covered by the insurance.

2 Q Do you know what expenditures -- I am sarry,

~ 3 you did state that that approximately $20 million in

4 noninsured expenditures are expected for TMI-2 in 1081.

5 A That is correct. That is the total. The Met

6 Ed share would be half of that.

7 0 Okai . Do you know approximately what those

8 expenditures are expected to be in 19827

9 A I think they would be a similar quantity as

10 modified by inflation and perhaps some ' detailed shif ting in

11 the emphasis of the work, but not a drama dcally different

12 amount.

_

13 Q And then when do you expect the insurance

14 proceeds to run out?

15 A 'de have not made a final determination on the

16 level of effort ic continue at THI-2. As I mentioned, we are

17 right now spending about $60 million a year. This is in

18 conformance with the plan that we submitted in outline form

19 to the NBC on Septembsc 12, 1980, and which was, in effect,

20 affirmed by a letter from Chairman Ahearne on January 12 of

21 this year.

22 That spending level is much lower than wculd be

23 needed to clean up the aftermath of the accident in an
~

24 expeditious manner.

25
.

.
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I 1 As I mentioned, wc are right now spending about i

1 $60 million a year. This is in cetformance with the plan

' 3 that we submitted in outline form to the NRC on September

4 12, 1980, and which was in effect affirmed by a letter from

5 Chairman Ahearne on January 12 of this year.

6 That spending level is much lower than would be

7 needed to clean up the aftermath of the accident in an

8 expeditious manner.which we reconnend, but that spending

9 level is geared to be consistent with reasonably efficient

to utilization of the available resources during the time

11 period when the NRC is reviewing, approving, ' producing its
.

11 progranaatic environnental impact statement, which we would

13 hope in turn would be the basis for approving next

- 14 increments of major a tivity at the plant.

15- I think the critical issue, policy issue that we
.

16 will face between ourselves and the government is to what

17 extent should we re-accelerate the program at THI-2,

18 accelerate the exhaustion of the remaining insurance suas

19 prior to the time when replacement sources of f unding are in

20 - pla ce . That is a policy issue that I think remains to be

11 resolved.

21 Q With reference again to the $135.7 aillion budget

23 figure for 1981', which includes, as you noted, $60.5 million
\ 24 for THI-1 expenditures, is -- are those figures subject to

25 full review by GPU management?

! (

'

-

|-

i
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1 A All figures always have to be subject to further

2 review simply on the grounds that we cannot spend money we

3 do not have. However, that is our plan, and as of today,

& assuming reasonable response from the Pennsylvania PUC, we

5 see no reason why that program cannot be maintained.

6 Q Assuming that safety requirements at TMI Unit 1

7 require expenditures in 1981 that are greater than the

8 amount set forth in Table 5, what sources of funds would be

9 available to GPU to meet that additional requirement?

10 A We would have some ability to shift funds from

11 other areas of operation, but that is very limited. I think

12. the immediate impact of a funding restriction at THI-l would

13 be we would have to stretch out the schedule for completion

14 of the modifications and restart.

15 Q So I take it your response is that certain tasks

16 or modifications would have to be delayed in that event.

17 A Yes. That is the only remaining variable.

l

18 Q With regard to the corporate structure described
|

on page - pages 9 to 11 of your testimony, specifically19

20 with reference to the creation of the CPU Nuclear
,

1

21 Corporation --

22 A Yes.
,

;

| 23 Q Are you aware that on Tuesday of this week an

24 Administrative Law Judge for the Pennsylvania Public Utility

25 Commission recommended that the operating agreement among

.
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/ 1 Ret Ed, Pen Elec, and GPU Nuclear Corporation not be
.

2 approved at this time.

3 A I an aware of that.

4 Q If the PUC were to uphold that recommendation,

5 what effect would it have on your testimony on this issue?

6 A Mone.

T Q What effect would it have on the development of

8 the GPU Nuclear Corporation ?

9 A We would continue to operate in the current mode

10 which we describe as the GPU Nuclear Group, which is made up

It of a combination of the Het Ed employees at TMI and the

12 service company employees, which are already configured in

13 virtually the same manner as they would be under GPU Nuclear

14 Corporation.

| 15 The only difference is that across the company our

18 total operations would involve the coordination of three
;

17 entities,and entities only in the sense that they derive

18 their paycheck with a different name on it, but the

19 structure is virtually the same, the people are the same.

20 The decision-making process would be very nearly the same.

21 I think you will notice in my testimony I have|

22 said that prior to the full implementation of GPU Nuclear

23 Corp, the people that make up the Board of Directors for GPU
.

|
|

24 Nucicar Corp who represent in effect the owners of the

25 various plants are operating now as a Management Oversight
|
i

|
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1 Committee perf orming the same functions that they would

2 subsequently perform as the Board of Directors of GPU
,

~ 3 ' Suclear Corp.

4 I think we would ,o very disappointed, and we

5 think the Pennsylvania PUC would have made a gross error in

8 judgment if they dent our ability form GPU Nuclear

T Corporation. On the one hand I say to you that there would
!

8 be vert little dif ference, but I do believe that we would

9 Riss the opportunity to further sold the group of people

10 together into one cohesive entity with a higher sense of

It identification and dedication to the tasks that they have..

12 I think that is the principal differential that we

_

13 would hope to achieve out of the next progression from GPU

14 Nuclear Group to GPU Nuclear Ccep.

15 0 Well, then, when you stated that the f ailure to

|
1E approve this operating agreement or this corporate agreement

IT would have no effect on your testimony, are you stating that

18 this portion of your testimony which describes the
( ,

1S corporation itself . then is not essential to your testimony
i
' 2a or that it is not probative of the point that you are trying

2t to make with that portion of your tesrimonT7
f
( 21 A If I understood your question, my answer is a

23 resounding no. The purpose of this portion of the testimony

24 is to show the manner in which the people with the corporate

25 responsibility for the plants retain accountability while
r

| \

|

|
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.

I t having delegated the specific operating responsibility to

2 individuals other than themselves.

3 So this piece of testimony is very important in my

A mind in terms of completing the corporate relationship

5 between those who operate the plants and those who at the

6 highest corporate level have the responsibility for the

T property and the responsibilitr for its safe operation in

a relationship to the public.

9- I hope I understood your question right.
.

i

10 (Counsel for the Consumer Advocate conferring.)

11 Q But then the actual corporate structure, the GPU

4

12 Nuclear Corporation in your mind is not the necessary -- the
.

approval of that corporate structure is not necessary to13
,

to your testimony or te Tour conclusion.

15 A I would sar that is correct. We do not see the

18 formation of GPU Nuclear Corp as an absolute requirement.

IT We do, however, see it as a next step in organizational
,

18 development or progression with principal benefits to be

1S derived by the more clear organizational identification and

20 organizational cohesiveness of that group of people to whoa

21 operation of the nuclear plants has been delegated.
And I think all of the investigations of the22.

23 accident have indicated that people did not pay enough

24 attention to human factors, and human f actors is more than

25 just the relationship between switches and lights and

(.
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,

|# 1 recorders. Human factors can also be organization,

2 organizational clarity, sense of responsibility, sense of

3 dedication. That is what we . as the driving purpose for'

4 GPU Nuclear Corp.

S Q With regard to the list of officials of GPU

6 Nuclear Corporation on page 10, how would you respord to the

7 criticism by the PUC Administrative Law Judge -- I don't

8 know. Have you had an opportunity to revie w his recommended

9 decision?

10 A I have had the opportunity to review all seven

11 pages of it, of his total analysis of this organizational

12 plan.

13 0 Well, ir 5rt case --a

14 A And I would need more specific identification of

15 the criticism that yon refer to in order to be able to

18 respond to it.

17 Q That is what I intended to do. I was referring to

18 the criticism in which he stated tha t he wondered 'whether

|
19 the top executives in the GPU system are not spreadinq

!

20 themselves too thin as a result of taking on this

|
21 responsibilitT in addition to an already crushing workload."

|
22 A let me preface my answer by saying that I feel

23 somewhat responsible f or not having made that sufficiently

24 clear to him in the proceedings, because I have to interpret

25 his comment there as a total misunderstanding of

(
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1 management. For example, Dr. Bartnoff is the president of
,

2 Jersey Central Power and Light. Jersey Central Power and
'

^ 3 Light is tb a owner of Oyster Creek. There is no way in

4 which Dr.. Bartnoff is ever relieved of responsibility for

5 Oyster Creek.

6 Dr. Bartnoff 's participa tion on this Board of

T Directors or Management Oversicht Committee, whichever

8 configuration you want to refer to, is his mechanism for

9 retaining management accountability while having delegated

10 operating responsibility to Bob Arnold and Phil Clark and

11 the others in the organization.

12 One can just never b7 any organirational artifice
s

13 partition out something like Oyster Creek and say we now
'

14 have unloaded Dr. Bartnoff of that totally. So de have

15 provided a mechanism that permits him to retair. visibility,
is select the key people, and review and approve the major

17 policies, and participate in the allocation of resources*

| 18 between the nuclear functions and the other functions of
!
'

19 Jerser Central.

20 I think that is a case where perhaps it is an

21 additional load on Dr Bartnoff, but that is his job.

22. Q Would this not add some a'dditional

23 responsibilities to each of your workloads then?

24 A No, it does not. We alreadT have the full veight
| .

25 of responsibility of these plants. We look at it the other

N
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1 var . It rather permits us to put in place an organization'

1 with sufficient management strength and capability so that

3 we have an improved possibility of conducting and

4 discharging the responsibilities that we already have.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: May I interrupt here for a

6 acaent? We have, as this case has progressed, we have

7 allowed the representatives f oa the Commonwealth to go

8 beyond the purposes of a particular issue or a particular

& testimony because there is an opportunity to do so and to

10 enlarge the record and inform themselves. But we also

11 require that ther state that they have that purpose in mind.

11 Do you understand the point that I as making? I

13 do not understand what this questioning has to do with the

to issue that Mr. Dieckam p is testifying on. There have been

1E no objections. We are not objecting. But if you are going

16 beyond the testimony and going beyond the issue which is

17 being heard todar, we require you to acknowledge that.

18 MR. POPOWSKY It certainly was not er intention

1S to go beyond. In fact, I have completed my questions on

!
'

20 that point. My question was merely intended to determine

2r what effect on Mr. Dieckamp 's testimony the recent

22 recommended decision by the Administrative Law Judge had,

! 23 whether if that decision were upheld it would have an effect

24 on his testimony.

| 25 CHAIRMAN SMITHz. My commen t was addressed to the

(
!
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|

( 1 last question about the spreading the officials thin, which

2 seems to se to be puroly a safety issue rather than a

3 financial independence issue. However,no one is objecting,'

+ nor is the Board stopping you from it.

5 If you have another purpose other than the issue

6 being litigated this morning, we just require you to state
.

7 it.

8~ NR. POPOWSKT: No. I have no other purpose other

9- than to fill out the record on this point. If I could have

10 just a moment.

11 (Counsel for the Consumer Advocate conferring.)

12 NR POPOWSKT That is all the questions I have,-

13 Er. Smith.-

'

14 CHAIRHAN SHITHE Thank you. And I think you, Nr.

15 Dieckamp.

16 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

17 CHAIRHAN SHITH: All right We will take a ten

16 minute mid-morning break.
f

19 (Brief recess.)

20

i

.

22;

|
'

.23
,

24

| M

(
|
:
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITHz We-have the appearance of Mr.

1 Daniel Wolfson of the York bar.

' ' 3 Er. Wolfson ,you have given me a single copy of

4- your notice of appearance, which is adequate for today. Do

5 rou intend to continue representing the Anti-Nuclear Group

& Representing York?

7 NR. WOLFSONs Y e s ..

E. CHAIRNAN SHITHt Then I will ask you if you will

& serve this in the proceeding,please. I mean, just handing

10 it to the Board is not service. It is adequate for your

1t appearance todar, but if you will serve it upon the' service

12 list to the proceeding. In the meantime, we will just pass

13 the single copy around for the parties to observe.

14 HR. WOLFSON: Fine..

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Hr. Levin, do you have cross

i 1E examination 7

17 NR. LEVINt Mr. Chairman, at this point I have no
,

I 18 cross examination, but I'd pref er to reserve it until other
j

| 19 parties have had theirs. I would be glad to let you know at

20 the end of the session,but at this point I have no
.

2t questions.

21 CHAIREAN SMITHE You have no questions now.

23 HR. LEVIN: Yes, that is correct.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

|

25 Mr. Wolfson.

(
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1 ER. WOLFSON& Mr. Chairman and Mr. Dieckasp, I

2 would first beg your indulgence because of my voice. I as

3 suffering from a periodic bout with pneumonia, I think.

* Whenever it gets warm, I get sick. So if my voice does not
.

5 come across well, I do apologize.

8 CHAIRHAN SHITHz No trouble. We can hear you

7 quite well.

8 BY HR WOLFSONs

9 Q Hr. Dieckamp,I an, lika others, very concerned

to about the staffing situation ard its relationship to the

11 safety problems if in fact ther exist. I would like to find

12 out from you initially if you could identify, at least in my

13 mind,what the critical functions are in regard to THI as

14 far as what the employees and/or management personnel are

15 involved with -- critical in the sense as to what could
18 result in the problems that occurred in the past or may

17 result in problems in the future.

18 53. BIAKEt' Objection. I do not understand either

19 the basis for it; I do not understand it to be within the

20 scope of Mr. Dieckamp's direct, unless it is going to lead

2t there in some way. I certainly don't see it from this. And'

22 the question is incapable of understanding. It is too broad

23 a question.

i 24 . CFiAIBNAN SMITHE Mr. Wolfson.

25 MR. WOLFSONs- If I could maybe identify it a

,
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,

/ 1 little bit more carefully.

2 BY NR. WOLFSONt (Besuming)

3 Q What functions of a critical nature that involve

4 potential danger to the community does either your
.

5 management or employee personnel directly involve themselves

8 with?
'

T HR. BLAKEa I still have the ob.iection. I do not

& see it as withine unless it is tied to the scope of Mr.

9 Dieckamp 's testimony. Could counsel explain that?

10 CHAIRHAN SHITHE It is not apparent to me. The

11 issue that Mr. Dieckamp is testifying on today is the

11 particular mandatory issue that the Commission has required

13 us to hear, and that is "whether the relationship between

14 Net Ed's corporate finance and technical departments is such
'

15 as to prevent financial considerations from having an

18 improper impact upon technical decisions."

17 We have had many, many hours of testimony and

18- cross examination and a written examination in this
,

i

19 proceeding as to who the management is, what the

20 relationship is, what they do both onsite and at corporate

21 level and in between.

22 We will permit a sufficient amount of

23 identification to the technical decisions referred to in
24 that issue to cover the testimony, but we -- I do not see

25 the relevance to the direct testimony.

(
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/
1 HR. WOLFSONs Mr. Chairman, if I could reply to

2 that.- If we are concerned about the financial ;

1

3 considerations, whether -- how in fact they represent

4 management decisions as I understand them in regard to

5 safety, what I as asking is the degree and direction I as

8 going in is the degree of personnel supervision that either

T the management or the employees or someone has over critical
.

8 functions.

9 The reason I an asking to identify what those

to critical functions may be is not to go into four hours of

it testimony about what they are, but I as more concerned about

12 how management deals directly in a problem that may result

13 now or in the future or has resulted in the past with regard

14 to employee- operation of certain critical f unctions.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Does your question relate to the

16 separation of the financial considerations from the

IT technical considerations?

18 HR. WOLFSON: Yes.

| 19 CHAIRHAN SHITH: And do.you feel then it is

|
20 necessary for you. to identif y what the technical

|

| 21- considerations are before you can address the separation?
!

! 22 MB. WO1FSON I would identify simply, Hr.

23 Chairman, to Iny a f oundation as where we are going. I am

24 not interested in overwhelming technical considerations as

25 to what is done. I as only interested in the relationship

.

%
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1 with management as to how it operates within the confines i

i

2 financially on safety.

3 CHAIBHAN SMITH & Can you answer that finaJ

.

A question?

5 THE WITNESS * I think I can comment to that kind

8 of a question.

7 CHAIBHAN SHITHz Well, I an sorry -- there is

8 still,. however, an objection pending.

9 MH. BLAKEs At this point let's see if we can get

10 aver tkhis hump br having Er. Dieckamp comment on the last

11 area.

12 THE'WITNESSs Let me just say that certainly the

13 safe operation of the plant requires adequate personnel,

14 intensive training, detailed procedures, attention to

15 detail, knowledge, adequate resources, good supervision and

16 management. And I think all of those parameters -- and I am

17 not sure whether there might be something that I left out,

18 but I think those all have to be part of the organization

19 necessary for safe operation.

20 And I would hope that the description of the

21 organization that has been provided before would provide

22 insight into that. -

23 Now, moving to the next question of the

24 relationship between the organization operating the plant

and by management let's refer to those individuals who25 --
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1 have responsibility f or the company but who are not directly

' 1 involved in the daT-to-day decisionsaking or management at

3 the plant -- I think there are several factors that are

4 important.

5 I think very likely the most important thing that

6 management does is to select key people at the plant;

7 secondly, I think the provision of adequate resources to

8 allow the plant to be operated saf ely and efficiently. And

& to be able to do those two things, management has to have a

10 sufficient degree of visibilitr into the operation and the

11 people so as to be able to make inf ormed judosents,

12 Beyond that, I think the testimony iden+dfies one

13 other area that we identif y f or management to be involved

14 in, and that is the approval of major policies that can
.

15 influence the nuclear operation. And so that would be at
.

16 least a start towards your question.

17 BI EE. HOLFSONc (Hesuming)
.

18 Q Er. Dieckamp,if I could just elaborate or have
,

|
1S you elaborate on what you said. The concern of the issue'

20 about the degree of visibility -

2T A Yes.

22 0 -- of management. And that is really the focus of

23 where I am going, assuming there is a technical or a

24 critical f unction that has to ba watched, wF. ether it be --

25 if I could diverge a second - f or example, payroll would
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1 not be, in my mind, in pursuance of my question, a critical

2 function ,while the operation of a piece of equipment or

3 machinery that could potentially cause harm would be

4 potentially ,-in ar definition , as critical.

5 Now, what is thw specific degree of visibility

8- that management has over employees in the sense do they --

T are they there continuously? Do they come and go? Do

8- employees have certain abilities if there is a problem to go
.

3 to management quickly? When do problems if they result

10 become solved? -

11 ER. BLAKEa Objection. That is a series of

12 questions. It also directly goes to testimony which we have

13 heard regarding the staffing, the organization, and other

14 areas in this proceediner.

15 I have some I guess sympathy for Mr. Wolfson

18 coming in to this right today for the first time and

17 probably not being aware. I do not know whether he has read

18 - all the rest of the proceedings, but my sympathy cannot go

19 to allowing this type of examination, Mr. Chairman.

20 CHAIRHAN SNITH4 Well, Mr. Wolf son, I guess we

L will have to stress again the issue is that is being.

22. heard this morning, and that is, whether the relationship"

23 betwe tn the corporate finance at.d technical departments is

24 such as to prevent financial consideratic,ns f rom having an

25 improper impact upon technical decisions."

-s
.
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I 1 This is really a financial issue that we are

2 hearing today and not a safety issue, although you have to

3 look at the technical side of the division when you talk

4 about a division.

5 I can see from your series of questions in your

6 cross examination plan that most of your questions do-not

7 even touch upon finance. There are a few that do in an

8 indirect way. I'think we mar have the same problea

9 throughout the morning,so we might as well address it now
.

10 and just see what is going to happen.

It But in the first place, you are limited -- you are

12 limited to the direct testimony. To the extent that Mr.

13 Dieckamp went beyond the narrow issue in his direct

- 14 tes~imony -- and I think in some respects he did -- you are

15 free to cross examine him on that, but that is the outer

16 bounds of the examination.

17 BT HR. WOLFSONt (Resuming)

18 Q Er. Dieckamp --
,

19 CHAIRHAN SMITHE So we sustain the objection if

20 rou do not have any response to that.

|
21 HR WOLFSONS I see.

!

22 BY MR WOLFSON: (Resuming)'

23 0 Mr. Dieckamp, do you believe the company is able

24 to maintain financiallT the degree of visibility between

25 management and employees that would justify safety as of

(
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1 this point in time?

2 A I do not sense s financial connection between6

3 operations and visibility. I think there is no question in'

4 my mind but what there has to be good visibility. I would

5 have to differentiate between the visibility that the

6 station director or direct station management from Mr.

7 Hukill on down have with respect to the employees and the

8 operations versus the kind of visibility that I or the

9 meshers have identified for the potential Board of Directors

10 for GPU Nuclear have. But I do not see any financial

11 limitations on our ability to have that visibility.

12 I think the important thing is we arrange reviews

13 of operations; we provid'e ourselves opportunity to see the

14 key people on their feet. We make ourselves available for

15 the key managers or anyone in the organization to express a

16 viewpoint or a concern about the operation.

17 We physically visit the plants. We observe the

|
16 sta te of cleanliness, the state of discipline and the like.

|

| 19 I would be the first to say that visibility has to be a

!
i 20 prerequisite to the other important management functions,
!

21 but I do not see financial limitations entering into that at

22 all.
.

23 0 Do you believe at this time that management needs
.

24 additional funds' or additional resources in order to
.

25 supervise or maintain or to watch certain employee functions?

s ._
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/
1 A No, I do not I think that we have within the

2 resources avail'able to us and consistent with the schedule
3 that we are working towards, made ample resources available

4 to the operation at THI-1 and our other nuclear plants. And

5 I do not see any limitations on visibility stemming from

6 financial f actors.

7 Let me just say that the effort or the cost

8 associated with acquiring visibility is miniscule in

9 comparison to the cost and effort associated with manning

to the station and providing all the necessary support to it.

It Q If I could just identify with you slightly what

II you mean by " visibility." You indicated,I believe, in your

17 answer that any employee would have. the right to come before

14 certain management people and discuss any problems or

15 dif ficulties- that they would have.

I 16 Now,is that your definition of visibility, or

17 could it also be construed that visibility would in fact be

h 18 an individual that could act in the case of an emergency if
|

| 19 an employee couldn't act, which would mean in effect a
i

20 backup individual in case something occurs?

21 ' CHAIHHAN SMITHS could you just restate the

22 question, please?
.

23 BY MR. WOLFSONs (Resuming)

24 Q Hr. Dieckamp, as I understand what you mean by'

. .

25 " visibility ," it is simply an open presence, a presence

(

i
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|

'' where management would be in tha position to take1

2 com plain ts , to take suggestions, to be able to organize new

3 ideas.

* A Could we stop with that piece of your question?
,

5 That is not what I consider as visibility. I consider that

8 only as one element of visibility.

7 I consider visibility to involve management

8 reviewing indicators of performance -- physically visiting

a the plant, physically observing and listening to key people

10 who are managing the plant, and being available for direct

11 input fron .esployees and plant managers.

11 Q Thank you.

13 (Pause.)

14 HR. WGLFSONA Will the Chairman indulge se for a

15' noment?

16 CHAIRHAN SMITHz Sure.

17 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

18 BY HR. WOLFSONs. (Resuming)

19 Q Hr. Dieckamp --

20 DR. JORDANS Mr. Wolfson.

21 NE. WOLFCOMs Sorry.

22 (Pause.)

23 CHAIREAN SMITH Off the record.

24 (Discussion off the record.)

25 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Go ahead.

(

!
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1 BY MR. WOLFSONS (Resuming)

2 Q Hr. Dieckamp, do you believe when you indicated

3 adequate resources were a concern as far as you were -- as

4 far as your thoughts, was an inadequate financial resource

5 availability -- was that a cause in your mind of the

8 accident? And could you be specific what -- where the

7 financial +'9 sources could be used.

8 A I do not believe that adequacy or ' inadequacy of
'

9 financial resources was an underlying cause of the

to accident. I think tha underlying cause of the accident was

11 an incomplete definition of the systes behavior under all

12 possible situations, particularly the one that occurred at

13 Three Nile Island, and as a result, inadequate and
:

14 incomplete instrumentation and training and all the other

15 things that go with the needs to respond to the kind of
|

18 event that did occur or accident that did occur at Three

17 Hile Island .

|
18 I think that the inadequacies prior to the'

19 accident were not a particular f unction of financial

20 resources, but were a function of our understanding, the
,

21 NRC's understanding, the industry's understanding of the

22 system and what was required to adequa tely respond.

23 Q If we could --

24 CHAIRMAN SHITHE Excuse me, Mr. Wolfson. Were you

25 here during Mr. Popowsky's cross examination?

'
,

.
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1 HR. WOLFSON s No, I was not.

2 CHAIRHAN SHITHz Would you mind, Hr. Popowsky, if

3 I gave him the list of the questions that you asked? Ther

4 were all asked, but it night help 3r. Wolfson in knowing

5 what has been covered and what has not been covered. I do

6 not mean -- the list of questions that you asked him.

7 HR. POPOWSKYt I have no objection.

8 CHAIBHAN SHITHs All right.

S (Chairman hands document to counsel.)

10 (Counsel reviews document.)
,

tt MR. BLAKEs Mr. Smith , I wonder if I could take

12 advantage of this acaent on an entirely separate matter.

13 CHAIHEAN SHITHs All right.

14 HB. BLAKEL You will recall that Mrs. Aamodt near

15 the end of her testimony asked that a series of graphs,

16 probabilitT versus time, be incorporated into the record as

17 a portion of her testimony and that that was done.

18 Er. Aamodt has raised with me this morning the

19 possibilitT that one would misunderstand those graphs in

20 that he wants it clearly understood -- and I understand then

21 to be this war -- that as you increase or go up the ordinate~

| 22 of each of those graphs on probability, you are in fact
|

| 21 increasing the unlikelihood or I don 't know how -- it is a
l 24 tough thing to phrase, but you are making it less likely as

25 rou increase.

A
,

I
E
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1 If the Board will recall, for example, the top

1 curve in each case was an A training program, the next was a

3 B. A was bests B was described to be better.

4 He wants it clearly understood that as you go up

5 the ordinate it is less likelihood of occurrence. I

6 understood it that way, but the Aamodts wanted that

t

i 7 corrected..

8 CHAIBMAN SHITH: I thought that was very clear,

9 Nr. Aamodt.

10 DH. JORDANS Yes. We understood it. It is a log

11 scale. We realize that.

12 NH. AAMODTs. On her curve the number gets smaller

II on the Y curve. Therefore, the appearance of the curve is

14 such that it would discredit what she said if one were not
15 aware of that, and therefore, I wanted that distinction made.

16 CHAIBHAN SHITH All right.

17 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Are you going to have -- is there

19 going to be any -- maybe we can give Mr. Wolfson a chance to

20 review that if there is going to be other cross

21 examination. Would you prefer that?

22 MR. W01FSON: Yes , I would .

23 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Mr. Swanson.

24 3R. SWANSONs No.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Aamodt, did you have

|

A

|
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|

b 1 questions of this witness?

2 MR. AA50DTa Yes, sir. I had a very, very brief

' 3 question, if I might.

4 CHAIBMAN SMITH: You have no cross examination

5 plan, so therefore, your question has to be limited to what

6 has happened this morning.

7 MB. AAMODTs May I pose my question? If it is

8 improper, strike it.

9 CHAIHNA3 SMITH: Go ahead.

to BY HH. AAHODTs

11 Q Mr. Dieckamp, I have this kind of a concern

, 12 relative to the philosophy of operating the plant. Prior to

13 March 28, 1979, was it the policy of GPU to manage its

14 nuclear facilities on the assumption that what we call a

15 Class 9-accident could not occur?

16 HR. BLAKEt Objection. It is outside the scope of

17 his direct, and I do not see it to be tied to the financial

18 issue, financial-technical interface.

19 MR. AAMODTa It could relate.

20 CHAIREAN SHITH: I beg your pardon?

21 EH. AAMODT* I thought it would relate, but if you

22 -- it is quite all right with me if you do strike it.

23 CHAIHEAN SMITHS I cannot see the relevance to

24 this issue. Unless you can point it out to us, the

25 objection would hava to be sustained. This is separation,

i
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b 1 the organitational separation of technical functions from

2. financial considerations. This is not purely a safety

3 considera tio n . This is more a financial consideration. So

4 I think you would have a difficult time pointing out th e

5 relevance of that question. We will sustain the objection.

6 ER AAHODT:- I will not argue.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

8 Mr..Wolfson, perhaps -- if the Board can be of

9 assistance, I can understand why you might like this

to opportunity to come here today and inquire into the subject

11 mat'ter,but we have consistently made transcripts available

12 where subject matter is covered. Recent1T we have come up

13 with a crude index of where the testimony can be found in

to the transcripts, and we of course would extend that

15 assistance to you, too ,if you would like it.

16 But as fnr as today is concerned, you will have to

17 keep your questioning within the scope of .he issue and the

!

|
18 scope of thd direct te stimo ny .

~
1
l 19 HR.,WOLFSON: I understand that, Hr. Chairman. I

"

20 was thinking the solution to this problem would be to go

21 through the questions or the areas that I submitted and then

22 having the Chairman in some way give me the direction that

23 the Chairman can, and then if I go outside of the scope, you
i
'

24 can appropriately stop me.

25 CHAIREAN SHITH: It also very well may be that Mr.
,

| (
!

I
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I
1 Dieckamp may wish to give you an answer, notwithstanding the

2 scope of the. testimony, so proceed.

3 BT MR WOLFSONS (Resuming)

4 0 Er. Dieckamp, f rom a financial management point of

5 view have you had the opportunity to compare your safety

6 programs with those of other nuclear facilities?

7 A That is a very difficult task to do. One of the

8 best resources that I could think of for such a comparison

9 is the recent program of the NRC Division of Inspection and

10 Enforcement, which conducts what are called performance

11 appraisal branch or something or other, 'PAB reviews, which

12 attempt to look at all of the organizational and procedural

13 aspects relating to plant safety.

14 To my knowledge there have been about six of those
,

15 conducted. We have taken the time and effort to compare, at

16 least on an overall basis, the rankings or performance of

17 the plants that the GPU system operates with the other

18 plants that have been audited to date.

19 I must say to you it is very difficult, if not

20 impossible, to make a one-to-one correlation, because each
t 21 . plant is different in terms of its hardware and in turn in

22 terms of its procedures. It is different in terms of its

23 organiza tion.
'

24 But to the extent that those audits provide a

25 general assessment of what are considered to be generally

<
.
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(
1 applicable prerequisites for safe operation, we have taken

2 the time and effort to look at our plants in comparison to

3 others.

4 Again,. I would want to say to you though that that

5 has its limitations. That is not a total measurement.

6 CHAIRMAN SHITHs If I can be helpful there, too,

7 the subject matter of this response we had yesterday, a very

a lengthT written testimony and several hours of cross

S examination on that point, on the comparisons of managemen t,

to and also we had on succeeding days several hours of

11 explanation of how this program works and what the results

11 were, and would be pleased to point the record to you on

13 that, too.

14 MR. WOLFSONS Fine.

15 CHAIRNAN SMITHS I understand your question now is

16 from a financial management point of view.

17 BY MR. WOLFSONt (Resuming)

18 Q Hr. Dieckamp, if the NRC comes to t.he plan t and

| makes certain suggestions as to certain responsibilities19

|

|
20 ther would expect that you would fulfill, would you need

[
|

21 additional finances to justify whatever the NBC or any other
|

| 22 authority indicates that you must or must not d s?

23 A On many occasions the results of insuections or

| 24 analysis of our operations has in the past, ar d I would

25 expect in the f uture -- may on occasion reveal some

(
.
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(
1 deficiency or some inadequacy which may well require

2 incremental additional resources over and above those which

3 were previously allocated to the plant.

4 We then are faced with the choice to either

5 provide those resources or to see if there is some internal

6 efficiency or allocation of resources that can be

7 accomplished so as to cover the needs of our total

8 obligations; that clear 1r many of these inspection

9 observations on many occasions do lead to the suggestion

to that one needs an additional aan here or an additional piece

11 of equipment th ere . That in turn is money. In order to

12 satisfy those requirements, those resources have to be
.

-
13 provided.--

14 0 You would not have at this time -- maybe you would

15- -- any idea from a cost point of view the additional amount

18 that would. he required , just based upon what you know now,

IT to justify some changes in the future. Is there any figure

18 you could give, or is that a flexible figure?

19 A Well, it is very difficult for me to provide a

20 cost estimate for an unknown future obligation, but on the

21 other hand, we have a considerable number of obligations

22 facing us, and some of those we can forecast how those will

23 be accomplished over a forward time period; and in turn, we

24 f orecast the resource requirements necessary to meet thora

25 obligations. That in turn becomes the basis for budgeting

|
|

,
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' t for the nuclear operations.

1 Q iou just indicated that if an examination by the

3 NRC or an inspection from the NBC said that certain things'

4 had to be done, you would possibly be in the position to

5 reallocate resources within the company.

8 A Yes.

7 Q Approximately how or can you indicate how flexible

8 you are in regard to reallocating resources within the

9 company as opposed to the point where you would have to go

to to the rate payer, PUC, to get additional resources?

11 A Well, I think that may be somewhat implied when

11 one looks at Table 5 ,and you see that at our current levels

.

13 of spending, both for expense and for construction, the

14 resources required for Oyster Creek and THI-l are about 20.

15 percent of the total discretionary cash resources available

16 to us. And so I thinx that gives you a little bit of

17 insight into the degree to which minor modifications in the

18 remaining 80 percent can make some resources available

19 within a given fixed total.
.

20 I would go on to say that the time scale for

21 response- from the Public Utility Commission is such that in

22 general there is a significant delay, at least one year.

So the'immediate response has to be either to find23

24 additional resources or to reallocate resources in order to
25 meet the requirements at any time. And then it is perhaps a

\,
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f

1 year later when the impact, the cost impact of that caa

2 begin to be recognized in rate-making.

3 Q Hr. Dieckamp, if you could evaluate Table 5 that

4 you just mentioned, is there a built-in figure that is used

5 for these inspections and/or updates, or is that just there,

6 and you hope it will not be too much if in fact they come

7 through?

8 A O h ., no. The last, of course, is actual history,

9 but if we look forward into 1901, as indicated in Table 5,

10 and look forward beyond that, which is contained in our

11 internal planning, you find that the budgetary requirements

12 are the composite or the buildup of a long list of tasks,

13 obligations, modifications, changes, efforts -- all

14 identified with a time scale on them and all identified with
15 a cost estimate for accooplishment.

16 And so the numbers, when I speak of the budget, I

17 do not speak of an arbitrarily established target lagosed by

18 somebody outside the nuclear group. I rather speak of a

19 budget based upon a definitive identification of the needs

20 and requirements and the time scale of those needs and

27 requirements.

22 Q Are you saying'that financially you regard certain

23 pieces of equipment at a certain time will be outdated or

24 aust be updated, and that is built into your budget plan?

25 A There can be that sort of thing, replacement of

x
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/
i 1 sone components. There also are time scales for

2 implementation of some of the Lessons Learned items, th e

3 0737 items, or identified requirements to upgrade the plant''

x

4 or modif y the plant in response to some regulatory
,

5 requirement, or our own perception of what is needed to

8 improve the plant's operability and performance.

7 Those then all end up in the form of a list of

8 tasks and objectives with a time scale and a budget

9 associated with them.

to Let me just go on to say at this point that I

11 think in my testimony I point out that the budgeting starts

12 internally from the nuclear group, and they build up their

_ 13 needs and the cost estimate for them. And I think when we

14 look to the issue of separation, I think it is very

15 important that the budgeting process emanate fron the

13 nuclear group, and the budgeting process is not an

17 externally imposed bogie that says here, you have that many
i .

We do18 dollars to live with; see what you can do with it.
|

19 not do it that var

20 9 Er. Dieckamp, in your rcior answer to a question

21 that I gave you -- and I as sizaly re-asking this question

|

|
22 for purposes of clarification -- did you indicate that your

!

| 23 Eanagement-eBployee relationship was adequate as far as
1

24 maintaining the safetr of the plant?

!
! 25 I do not know if you answered that question

s
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I 1 before. You might have.

1 CHAIBMAN SMITHz The ratio of management to

3 employees is adequate to safely operate the plant?

4 3R. WOLFSON: Right.

5 3R. BLAKE Is that the question?
,

6 3R. WOLFSON: Yes.

7 MR. BLAKE: And it is linked to the issue?

8 MR. WOLFSON& If I could clarify it just one step
.

9 further.

?O BI MR. WOLFSON (Resuming)

11 Q If the NRC comes in and makes a decision as to

11 whether or not the equipment is adequate, could they in f act

_

13 come in and make a decision whether or not the employee and

14 management levels to operate the equipment are also adequate?

15 MR. BLAKEs Mr. Smith, I will stipulate to the

16 fact that that is one of the judgments that NBC is involved

17 with.

|

| 18 MB. MANNINGs In fact, it consumed a good deal of

19 the testimony in this proceeding.

i 20 CHAIRHAN SEITHs However, it is also part of the

21 tables submitted by Mr. Arnold in his charts, for different

22 purposes I appreciate. I think what might be helpf ul -- I

23 think I appreciate the thrust of your question, and I think

i
! 24 what might be helpful, if Mr. Dieckamp summarizes his

25 answers to the Consumer Advocate in which a series of
!

l -

i
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1 questions were posed.'

2 What would you do if your basic assumptions were

3 wrong about income, about revenues, and about your budget?

4 Just explain , I think, what your versatility is in meeting

5 different unforeseen circumstances.

6 Is that what you are getting at generally?

T HR. WOLFSON& Hight.

8 CHAIRHAN SHITHt Could you summarize that? I

S think your responses to the Consumer Advocate were quite

to helpf ul.

11 THE' WITNESS I am not sure I can even summarize

1:2 my own responses.

13 CHAIRHAN SHITH: I can even give you the list of

14 questions that were asked.

15 THE WITNESSL let me see if I can identify the

is important things.

17 Clearly, the accident has left Metropolitan'

18 Edison, the Licensee for Three Mile Island 1, in a difficult

19 financial situation . That situation is difficult because
20 unlike normal times, Hetropolitan Edison is not able to

21 access the external capital markets to raise money by

22 selling bonds or common stock.

23 The net result of that is that Metropolitan Edison

24 must manage its aff airs on the basis of those dollars

25 available from customer revenues. Those customer revenues

N.
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(
1 in turn are used to par various fixed charges, bond

2 interest, taxes,various operations and maintenance expenses

3 across the systes, the nuclear plants, the transmission,

& distribution syster, and the like, pay for the employee

5 payroll, pay the cost of outside contractors, pay for fuel

6 to run the various generating stations, and the like.

7 We are then in a situation where internally the

8 management job is to forecast the dollar or resource

9 requirements necessary to meet our various obligations, both

10 to run the nuclear plants or to get THI-1 ready to run, or

11 to provide service to the electric customers.

12 We are in the process of a rate case with the
'

la Pennsylvania PUC. We have indicated to them very clearly

14 the amount of cash or the amount of credit that must be made

15 available o,. 'wt 15 months or so,12 months beyond

ta the time of the expected order, v. . to be able to be

17 assurei that there is as much cash coming in the door as

18 there is going out the door for these various obligations

19 tha t we have.-

20 If for some reason thece was a disruption or less

21 than the forecast amount of cash available to us, we would

22 have no choice but to relook at the allocation of monies
23 between the nuclear obligations and the balance of the

24 system. And if through that process we were not able to

25 provide enough money for THI-1, the immediate impact would

\

.
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?
1 he that we would have to stretch out the schedule for
2 completing the various Lessons Learned tasks and

3 modifications necessary to get THI-l ready to operate.

4 I have to say forthrightly that the availability

5 of these resources is not absolutely assured. It does

6 depend upon the PUC to provide rate relief. However, we

7 have every expectation that that rate relief will be

8 forthcoming, because the PUC itself in its own utterances

9 has stated on nany occasions that insolvency -- that is,

10 lack of suf ficient f unds -- is not in anyone's interest.

11 But again, to the extent that there could be some

12 unforeseen problem, the immediate impact in terms of safety

13 would be to simply delay the implementation of the lessons

14 Learned efforts and thus delay the time at which THI-l could

13 operate.

16 Beyond that I think that we have a clear

17 obligation as management to enstre that if the plant were

18 operating and we found ourselves unable to provide the
r

f
19 resources necessary to maintain all of those things that'

20 contribute to safe cperation, it clearly is our obligation
! -

| 21 to shut the plant down.
I

22 I do not know how close I come to summariring, Mr.l

23 Chairman.

24 CHAIREAN SHITH: Is that the type of inforattion
,

!

|
25 you are seeking in your questions?

|

|
i

I

|
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(
1 MB. WOLFSONS Yes, sir. Just one more question,

2 ht. Chairman.

3 BT MR. WOlFSON S (Resuming)

4 Q Do you feel you have at this point adeq ua te

5 resources, staffing, in house competence, etcetera, to

6 justify the restart efforts?

T MR. BlAKEL Mr. Chairman, I regard that as outside

8 the scope, a different judgment, but I would like to have

9 the witness answer.

10 THE WITNESSs I do. I think we have made

11 significant modifications to' the organization. We have
.

12 added significant key personnel, key experienced personnel.

13 We have devoted - reallocated technical resources from what

14 was previously applied to managing construction, to

15 supporting operations and modifica tions of the nuclear

16 plants.

IT We have added significant numbers of people to the

18 nuclear plant sites themselves. I think that to any measure

19 I can' apply or to measures that I would relate to in terms

20 of comparisons with others in the nuclear industry who are
,

;

21 striving to achieve the same objective that we are, we are
i

| 22 providing adequate resources to do the job.

23 MR. WOLFSON: That is all I have.
i

|
24 CHAIBMAN SMITHa Any other cross examination?

25 Mr. Aamodt?

(
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/

1 HR. AAMODTL Mr. Smith, I would like to try that

2 one again. Let me first state where I am going and then --

3 and then how I believe the question might be posed.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: At -- you have a copy of the

5 direct testimony before you, sir?

6 MH. AAHODTs Yes, I do. The impact of financial

7 considerations on the scope of operator training or the

8 employment of backup instrumentation or communication

9 systems which would address the inadequacy of training.
.

10 Hr. Diec' amp stated perhaps a half an hour ago

11 that the cause of the Unit 2 accident was in effect
'

11 inappropriate or inadequate -- no one's fault but

13 inappropriate or inadequate address by management to
.|

14 instrumentation or training questions just simply because no

15 one knew what was needed.

16 .The Presiden t's Commission , particularly Mr.

17 Peterson 's supplemental comments, and the Bogovin Heport
|

' 18 both state that in the opinion of these investigators, the

19 most likely occurrence of an accident of-this kind in the

20 future will come from a totally unexpected source.

I 2t My question is to what extent do financial

22 considerations influence your address of the unknown in

23 terms of operator training or backup systems to guard

24 against that accident which both Mr. Peterson and Mr.

25 Rogovin predict?
.

.

g g
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I
1 Is that a legitimate question?

2 CHAIHEAN SMITH: Wait a minute.
.

3 NH. BLAKEs I would like to have the witness

4 answer it so we can get over this hump and get out of it.

5 But with regard to the question,and ignoring all the'

8 premises --

T CHAIRMAN SMITH: The problem is the premises of

8 the question. You can't require him to agree with all your

9 premises, but address the thrust of the question. Is that'

*

to wha t you want?

11 HR. BLAKEs Yes.

12 THE WITNESS: I would say that the connection

13 between the concern that was expressed by those

14 investigators and restated by you -- and it is a ccacern

15 that we share -- and the relationship to financial resources

18 comes together in terms of the number, the breadth, the

17 depth of technical capability that is provided to manage and

18 operate the plant, and certainly the training that goes

| 19 along with that.
|

20 But what I mean is that I know of no way to spend

21 money in anticipation of an unidentifiable event, other than
|

22 to make sure we have done our best to provide the kind of
!

! 23 f undamental knowledge and understanding of the systems so

24 that when these kinds of unanticipated events occur, people

25 have a better chance of diagnosing the situation and making

.

!

|
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1 the right response.

2 And I think this has been the thrust of our

3 program for a number of years, even before the accident, to

4 add to our technical staff, our in house technical staff;

5 and since the accident and the learning f rom it, a

6 commitment on our part toward the concept of the shift

7 technical adviser -- again, an attempt to back up the

a trained operator with people who have more fundamental

9- understanding of the phenomena that are involved in basic
:

to nuclear safety, and thus, a better ability to analyre and

11 diagnose unanticipated situations.

12 BY HR. AAHODTs

13 Q Hr. Dieckamp, you address precisely -- that was

14 exact 1r the answer that I would hope for and expect. It

!
15 raises, however, this which I think is the financial

te annagement considerations and that is, as you are aware,on

i 17 the first day of the accident your group in Reading, when

18 they finally were able to get the data straight, very

| 19 quickly diagnosed what the problem was and then knew to put

20 the plant on a proper course for sitigation, you know, of

21 the consequences of the accident.

22 We will suggest in the course of this hearing that

23 no training, no amount of operator training, no amount, no

24 reasonable amount of on-site technical capability can

.
25 provide the technical knowledge on-site to adequately cope

s

| . .
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1 with all of the unexpected.

2 On the other hand , at your Reading location, at

3 B EW , a t the NRC are many more resources > and we would

4 suggest the inclusion in your program of a data bank -- I

5 noted Mr. Rogovin suggested the same thing in Volume 1 -- a

8 data bank that called out instantly operating parameters, so

7 that should something happen, all these people who have a

& wealth of knowledge could contribute to a solution.

9 That would be costly. How would financial

10 considerations impact with a decision relative to a thing

17 lik e tha t?

12 HR. BLAKEL Objection.

13 CHAIRHAN SHITHs Let's go one step further, and

14 assuming that you agree such a system was effective and

15 somewhere within reaso'nable cost-henefit balance, would that

16 be --

| 17 HR. AAHODTs Yes,-sir. That is a difficult

18 judgment to make, and that is what the question hangs on,

19 the reasonable cost-benefit balance.

! 20 CH AIRHAN SMITH All right.

2t HH. BLAKEt And necessary.

22 CHAIRHAN SHITHs I beg your pardon?

23 HR. BLAKE4 And necesary.
|

24 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Yes. You might say that, too.

25 Necessary, effective. Would bring aboct a reasonable

1

(
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1 improvement in safety as opposed to necessary and cost

2 effective.

3 Now, that is, 'eff ective, necessary, a reasonable'

& improvement in margin of safety and cost effective.

5 Okay. Are those standards all right?

E NR. AAHODTS Yes, sir.

T THE WITNESSs Let me first say that I agree with

8 ron that the question involves more than just resources. It

S involves the manner in which those resources are coupled to
'

10 the problem; and indeed during the accident there was a

11- deficiency in the coupling of those outside resources to the

12. problem.

.
13 However, assuming now that we improve on that by

14 having improved communications requirements, improved

15 identification of critical parameters to communicate , and

16 improved understanding on both sides of the communication

17 link as to what those parameters mean, I think that these

i 18 additional resources can be accessed without a particularly
i

| 19 significant financial impact on an ongoing basis.

20 Anti the reason I say that is the NBC is there, and

(

|
17 we are paying for them through the licensing fees and the

i In general, we have work going on at all times' 21 taxes.

without outside contractors, for example, architect23
.

24 engineers who are familiar with the plant; they are working'

i

25 on some other problem. So that -- and the costs of

|
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# 1 maintaining that capability are being paid by that other

2 objective. -

3 The key point , though , is when the time comes to

4 draw on them , they are available. iiith respect to the

5 nuclear steam suppliers who can be a critical source or

6 critical set of resources, they, too, tend to continue to be

7 available on the basis that they are maintaining a cadre of

8 people who are either in the process of furthering their

9 ongoing business or working on prchless that common plants

10 require solutions to.
.

11 Let's take in the case of Three Nile Island, it is

11 BCW ,and BCE does maintain a staff of people who have

13 nuclear expertise, who are knowledgeable about the plant.

14 In general, they now are busy working on all of the things

15 that BCW is analyzing or supplying as part.of the Lessons

16 Learned situation. And I would expect as time goes on there

17 will be other things that will be keeping them employed.

'18 And so again, the body of capability tends to be

19 there so that it can be called up and utilized when the time

20 comes. And so in that sense I think that it is important to

! 21 recognize the need to effectively couple the resources. I

|

22 think it is important to identify ahead of time what are the

23 major sources of outside resources.

24 And by the way, I should not overlook other*

25 utility companies. We found during the accident that

f \
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i

1 particularly those utilities that had plants of similar

2 design were able to be most effective in giving us

3 assistance. And then having identified those sources, be'

4 sure that in cases of uncertainty that there is no

5 reluctance to call on those resources and to bring them to

8 bear on the problems at hand.

7 BY 3R. AAHODT (Resuming)
.

8 Q Mr. Dieckamp --

9 CHAIREAN SMITHS Excuse se just a soment. I would

to like to direct your attention, Mr. Aamodt, to very

11 interesting testimony yesterday from Willian lee of Duke

12 Power,who described the INPO program of how the resources

13- of other utilities have been inventoried and how that system

1A works It was yesterday's transcript. It would be

15 interesting reading in supplementing Mr. Dieckamp 's answer.

18 NR. AAHODTa Mr. Smith, I would epjoy that. I

.

17 would appreciate that. And this I think is key to

|
18 appropriate operation of the plants.

19 BY NR. AANODTE (Rwsuming)

20 Q You did not answer the question, though, Mr.

21 Dieckamp,because you acknowledged the need to couple, but

22 rou did not address the question of do financial

23 considerations inflosace your willingness to couple in an

24 adequate fashion. That was the question. And my assumption

25 was that operator training was inadequate; therefore, there

(
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|

1 was a need to couple through instrumentation.

2 Now, we may argue tha t assumption, but should tha t

'' 3 assumption be proved, how would a financial capability

4 influence your willingness to go ahead and make that

5 appropriate coupling?

8 A I as sorry if I did not answer. I thought I was

7 answering in this sense, that there tends not to be an

8 incremental financial requirement to maintain those external
.

9 resources. They tend to he in place and maintained by

10 ongoing normal business, and as such then there is not a

11 need todar for us to allocate monies to maintain B&W in

11 busin(ss or to maintain Burns and Bowe in business or

13 Bechtel in business.. They are being maintained in business

14 by other ongoing work.

15 Q I think you still missed the point.

18 ~ CHAIRMAN SMITH: From what you had to say in your

17 testimony the other day, I think part of Mr. Aamodt's

18 question is are you willing to spend the money for the

19 equipment that will bring this inf ormation to you.

20 MH. AAHODTs At the site.

21 CHAIHHAN SMITHz At the site with the conditions I

22 gave you -- reasonable improvement in safety, or it is
|

23 necessary, that it would be cost effective; it would be
|

24 effective. Are you going to spend the money to bring those'

| 25 resources to people on-site ?

s
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1 THE WITNESSs I did not interpret the question as

2 harrowly as the data link or whatever we should refer to.

3 CHAILMAN SHITH: Your answer was helpful, though.'

4- THE WITNESS Okar. I guess I would start by

5 simply saying that I subscribe to the importance of the

6 coupilag or the linkage or whatever it is, and on that basis

7 I am sure that we will support whatever is ultimately

8 determined to be a reasonable and ap?ropriate way to

9 accomplish that.
,

to it is RT current impression,, without se trying to

11 act as a technical specialist, that there continues to be a

12 lot of' discussion about the most appropriate way to provide

13 data links between, let's say, the control room and some of

14 these remote locations.

15 I know that we ourselve within the system are

p1'nning to put in some degree of data link to our18 a

I

|
17 engineering technical resources back in -- centralized

|

18 engineering resources back in New Jersey so they can be|

19 coupled in.

I
20 But that is a narrower issue than whether one also
21 has an analogous link- direct 1r to the NRC or directly to BCW

21 or directly somewhere else. And I think I would prefer to

23 let the specifics of that sort out. It is a subject that is

24 one of considerable current activity-

25 BY HR. AAMODT: (Resuming)

\.
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t Q Ihe creation of a data link systes linking th e

2 control room *th the NHC, with BCW, and with Parsippany is

3 not outside of your financial capability?
~

4 A As long as I did not have to buy the satellite or

5 what have you, I do not think it is.

6 Q Conventional data equipment, that is within your

7 capability to handle.

8 A Oh, I think so. Again, it gets down to the amount

9 of detail that you are 1 coking at. It would depend upon the

to time response that you want. For example, we as an electric

17 system operate a microwave relay system that has

12 considerable data handling and good response time capability

,

13 between Three 511e Island and Parsippany already. So we

14 have already in place major elements of a data link.

15 I think the critical questions are to anticipate

16 what are the critical pieces of data that you indeed want to

17 he transmitting, and in light of the uncertainties, have you

18 anticipated the right spectrum of information.

19 Q That could be very large.

2a A And then beyond that I think we are going to have

21 to be very clear about who is driving the sachine, and I

22 think we have strong feelings in that regard, that the

23 people in the plant are in charge of taking actions. We

24 certainly want them to have full support and analysis and

25 information available to them; but I think we would be very
,

(
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1 reluctant to think of concepts where all of a sudden the

1 data link was the mechanism by which control transferred

3 from the site to a remote location.

4 Q Even under severe accident conditions.

5 A Again, we have so many variables here that it is

8 hard to answer, you know, all of the --

7 HR. AAHODTs That is all, Mr. Smith. Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would like to have a judgment

9- now of what remains by way of questioning of Mr. Dieckamp so

10 we can schedule the rest of our morning.

11 Do you have recross, Mr. Popowsky?

12 HR. POPOWSKY& I have no f urther questions.

13 CHAIRHAN SHITHS Do you have redirect?

14 MR. BLAKE: No.

15 (Board conferring.)

18 HR. LEVIN: Mr. Smith 7

17 CHAIRNAN SHITHS Hr. Levin.

18 MB. LEVIN & I have some brief questions. I don't

19 estimate that they will take more than ten minutes.

20 CHAIRHAN SHITHs More than ten minutes?

21 MB. LEVIN: Yes.

21 CHAIRNAN SMITH: All righ t.

23 BI MR. LEVINs

24 Q Nr. Dieckamp --

25 CHAIBMAN SHITHs Before we leave this afternoon,
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1 however, I vsnt to be able to address the problem of

2 particularly Mr. Wolfson, of arriving at the hearing after

3 some of the examination has already -- we will come to this

& in a' separate section,bacause I want to review what our

5 standards are for cross examination.

8 Procaed.

T BY HR. LEVINs (Resuming)

8 Q Nr. Dieckamp, earlier you were asked by the

9 Consumer Advocate wha't effect the recent recommended

to decision of the Administrative Law Judge in the PUC,

11 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission case involved --

~11 CHAIRNAN SMITHS Mr. Levin, I called upon you for

ta cross e'xaminatione and you said you had no questions, and

14 ~ that was after the Consumer Advocate had examined. Is it

15 that you disagreed with me in the order of examination, or

18 has it just occurred to you since then ?
,

17 MR. LEVIN: Mr. Smith, we may have a

|
18 misunderstanding.

|

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Well , I would like to have an

20 understanding. I think we should communicate. You should

21- explain what appears to me to be a statement to the Board

,

that you had no questions at the time that the Consumer21

23 Advocate completed its cross examination. You filed no

24 cross examination plan.

25 I noted you did state that you preferred to

i_
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1 examine 34 tere but that preference is up to the Board to

2 decide. But your answer was that you at that time had no

3 questions.

4 Do you have any statement? Do you have any

5 statement? -

6 MR. LEVIN: Concerning what?

7 CHAIRMAN SHITH: It appears to me you are nov

8 asking a question based upon the Consumer Advocate's cross

9 examination.

10 MH. LEVIN: That is correct.

It CHAIRMAN SHITHz Why didn't you ask the question

12 when you. were called upon ?

13 HB. LEVINt Very practically, I wanted to seo

14 whether anyone elsa would ask it.

15 CHAIRHAN SMITRt That is an inadequate reason.

16 You vere called upon at that time to cross examinae, and it

17 was made clear to you. I have never been in a proceeding

18 where the attorneys attempted to substitute their own
;

! 19 , judgment over the presiding officer's,over the
!

20 examination. You cannot do it in this proceeding.

21 NH. LEVIN: Mr. Chairman, I thought I very clearly

22 reserved my right to ask questions, but --

21 CHAIBMAN SMITH: You did not. The Board called

|
! 24 upon you for cross examination, and you made it clear that

25 rou had no questions.

|
.

l
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1 MR. LEVIN 4 I do not wish to seem to be quibbling

2 with you, Hr. Chairman. If your ruling is that we may not

'

3 ask that question, then we will not.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHE Now, the problem you present, I

5 vant you to understand in the f uture the Board will decide

6 the order of cross examination and not counsel.

7 Now, if you have an important question which is ,

8 essential to complete the record based upon the nature of

& the testimony, we vill allow you to proceed on the

to understanding that you do not understand how that procedure

11 goes.

12 If that is your problem, you do not understand

13 that procedure ,we will accept that, but I hope that you

14 understand it now.

15 BY NB. LEVIN: (Resuming)
~

16 Q Hr. Dieckamp, earlier you were asked by the
~

17 Consumer Advocate whether the decision of the Administra tive
- 18 Law Judge in an affiliated interest contract and proposal

19 for GPU Nuclear Corporation that was the subject of an

20 investigation before the Pennsylvania Public Utility

21 Commission would have any effect upon your testimony in this

22 case,and you said no, it would not, is that correct?

23 A That was my testimony.

( 24 -Q Co'uld you explain tha t, please?

25 MB. BLAKEs Mr. Chairman, I would like to have a

I

l
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1 more precise question at this point.'

2 CHAIRHAN SHITHs Are you objecting?

< 3 NH. BLAKEs I an objecting.

4 CHAIRNAN SMITHS Sustained.

5 5H. LEVINs Nothing further.
,

6 CHAIBMAN SMITHS Any further questions?

7 (No response.)

8 (Board conferring.)

9 CHAIENAN SMITHS If there are no further

10 questions, you are excused, Mr Dieckamp Thank you.

1.1 THE WITNESSs Thank you.

11 (The witness was excused.)

13 NR BLAKEt Mr. Chairman, I am not aware of anr

14 other activities other than next Tuesday at 10:00 commencing

15 on the THIA issue.

16 CHAIEHAN SHITH: Except we are going to change the

17 beginning schedule for Tuesday. We will begin at 1400. We~

18 think with the business that you have scheduled for next

19 week tihat we would succeed in completing it on Tuesday

20 afternoon and Wednesday; so we will come up here -- the
| 21 Board will ecue up Tuesday morning.

| 22 NE BLAKEs. All right.

| 23 CHAIRMAN SHITHs- Does that present a problem to

24 you as far as scheduling witnesses?'

25 ' MR. BLAKEs No, it does not. Cur witnesses are
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1 generally from this area. It will not pose any problem.

2 I,will also endeavor to try to reach Louise

/~ 3 Bradford and alert her to this.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

5 MH. BLAKEs I will try.

6. CHAIRHAN SMITH: Ms. Bradford.

7 H5. BRADFOBD Yes, sir. The schedule for next

8 week just includes THIA 5?

9 CHAIBHAN SHITHE And the Board had a question on

10 -- with relation to THIA 5 which was suggested by that

11 contention in litigation on the maintenance records and

12 history for a specimen year, which was 1978. Those are th

,
13 two items scheduled.

1A HS. BRADFORD: And that will be all for next week?

15 CRAIBHAN SHITHs That is all.

i
16 (Board conferring.)'

17 CHAIRHAN SHITH: Witnesses who have not been

18 called before will be called -- will be here next week on
19 tha t issue. Do you know what issue that is?

20 MS. BHADF0HD Ies, sir.

91 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right. Okay.

22 Nov --

23 DH. LITTLES We were talking about the outstanding

24 request for the people who you were trying to get in touch

25 with. THIA 5 included calling some people who had been
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1 requested to show before and were not located.

2 Do you remember? You said yesterday you were

3 going to --

4 HR. BLAKEs Ch, yes. With respect to the overtise

5 aspects there were a couple of people. I mentioned this

6 morning that I had raised this with louise Bradford as to

7 whether or not that was something that they wanted to

8 continue to pursue, and she indicated she would get to back

9 to se on that score.

10 If she does not want to, then I'll get that --

11 that will probably be the first order of business, at least

12 Er. Hipple we will try to make available as the first order

13 of business on that and then go into our prepared testimony.

14 Onsthe other hand, if she gets back and says there

|
15 is no desire on their part to pursue it, then I tnink we

t

16 will go right on with the prepared testimony. I may not

17 know that. If I know it and can alert the Board one way or

18 th e o ther, I will . I' will not know until she gets back and

19 lets me know whether or not she wants to.

20 CHAIRMAN SHITHz Okay. Now, I wanted to discuss

21 wit .. Wolfson and whoever else is interested some
1

22 o bservations I made. This is your first appearance'

23 apparontly before an NRC proceeding, and I do have some

24 observations which I am going to make. Hopefully they will

25 be helpful to you if you are planning to continue in this

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 proceeding.

2 First, as you know, in NRC proceedings we have

/ 3 written direct examination. Did you have a copy of the

4 written direct examination -- the written direct testimony,.

5 did you have a copy of that when you came?

6 MR. WOLFSON: Yes, I did.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Second, we do not permit

S examination beyond the scope of the written examination;

a that is, unless there is exceptional reason for it. As you

1b were already aware, we have a plan for cross examination, I

It mean a requirement for cross examination plans; and except

11 for a few references to cost effectiveness, I could very

13 well have ruled that you have not filed a cross examination

14 plan which relates to permissible examination on -the direct

15 examination

16 ';a we do enforce that rather strictly, that the

17 direct examination - that the cross examination must be
18 within the scope of the direct examination. Moreover,

19 parties are required where possible to consolidate their

20 cross examination. In this instance I do not think it would

2t have been possible for lis.. Bradford to have consolidated

22 with anyone on it, but we step down to the next requirement,

23 and that ist we do not permit cumulative cross exam.tnation.

24 So there is no way you could have known whether

|
25 your cross examination was cumulative to that of the

i

|

|
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1 Consumer Advocate unless you had been here to hear his

1 questioning, so tha t was another problem th a t I observed.

3 So I want to remind you that these will be

4 problems that you sight be facing ia future sessions.
'

5 Your appearance -- do you have a request for the

6 service list? Do you want to restin as the agent for
.

7 service?
,

8 MS. BRADFORD: I want to regain.

9- CHAIRHAN SHITH: All right. You should contact

10 the people who are doing the missending.

11 .MS. BRADFORD: I want the staff --

12 DR. LITTLE: Once you get on a service list, it is
~

1:r very dif ficult to get off. I found that myself. But you
,

14 have to contact each and every source of the paper to get

15 off.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Mr. Wolfson, do you have a

17 copy of the rules of practice of the NRC7

18 HR. WOLFSONt No, I don't.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think Ms. Bradford has it some
4

20 place. I rea117 would recommend that you read it through

21 generally, but particularly from subpart G through the

22 hea ring process, the standards we use for the hearing.
f

( 23 Is there anything I can do to help you? Do you

24 have any questions?j
|

25 HR. WOLFSON: I appreciate your statements, but I
|

!
'

i

.
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1 will look into the materials you suggest. Thank you.'

2 CHAIRMAN SMITHz It is very difficult, I realize,

3 to come in in the middle of a hearing and get up to speed'

4 right away. We would like to be helpful to you if we can.

5 3R. WOLFSON: Thank you.

6 C'.AIRHAN SMITH: All right. Is there anything

7 further?

8 ER. SWANSON: M'r. Chairman, this is something I

9 would not normally put on the record, but since there.is a

10 question about whether proper service has been made, can I

11 just verify on the record the proper iddress of Ms. Bradford ?

12 Is your address ANGHY, 245 West Philadelphia

13 S' tree t , York , Pennsylvania 17401?
,

14 E7. BR ADFO RD S 17404. That is correct.

15 HR. SWANSON& 17 -

16 ES. BRADTOADL 17404.

17 MR. SWANSONs That is the only difference then I
I

18 an awat.a of between the service list we are using and --

|
19 NR. BLAKEs 'I may not have followed that closely

|
20. enough . Ours has been going to Ms Louise Bradford, TMIA

'

21 Alert.

22 MS. BRADFORDt I am Gail Bradford.

23 MR. BLAKEs Oh, oh, oh, oh. Sorry. I do knov

|
24 you, Gail. I apologize.

25 Gail Bradford, ANGRY, 32 South Beaver Street?

.
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1 MS. BBADFOBD That i3 the wrong address. That is'

2 Er. Fell's address. That is the address Mr. Levy's

3 testimony was sent to. Host things the Licensee sends to

4 245 West Philadelphia. I talked with Mr. Zahler about it

5 yesterday, and he is -- things that come from Mr. Zahler
:

|
6 come to my address, anct monetimes things that don't seem to

l
' 7 come from Mr. Zahler do not come to my address.

8 MR. BLAKEt I will get the correct address.

9- CHAIRMAA SHITHs This need not be on the record

10 now.

11 We will adjourn then until 1400 p.m.

12 Oh ,do you have another matter'
'

13 HS BRADFORDs Sir, ANGBY has a couple of motions
J

14 that are pending, and we just wanted 'to know when you would

-15 like to take them up.-

1a CHAIEHAN SHITH: On emergency planningy

17 HS. BB ADFORD s Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN SHITH That is all, just on emergency

|
19 planning?

2G SS. BBADFORDs Ies. They all relate to emergency!

f 2t planning.

22 CHAIBHAN SHITHz We are aware that they are

23 pending, and we are going to try to work on it next week,

24 but I do not know exactly when we will be able to rule.

25 MS. BR ADFORD : All right. Thank you.

.

|
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/ 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If we have time. No, we are very

2 auch aware of it.

3 In there anything further?

* (No response.)

5 CHAIRNAN SMITHS All right. We will adjourn antil

6 1 00 p.m., Tuesday.

7 (Whereupon,at 11st42 a.m., the hearing was

8 adjourned, to be reconvened at 1400 p.m., the following

9, Tuesday, February 215,. 1981.)

10
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